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1 Executive summary
In the Shift2Rail context the deliverable D6.4 aims to develop demonstrators for CBM
activities and to verify their benefits based on use cases jointly agreed on in WP6.
For each defined passenger train type (double-deck coaches and EMU as well as regional,
high speed and suburban EMU trains) and their defined components exemplary data is
collected and analysed to eventually find patterns showing that further development and
investigation could be conducted due to its suitability for CBM. The deliverable also shows
which measures have to be taken to implement identified CBM activities into the
maintenance plan for its optimization.
With the findings of this deliverable further actions can be developed and planned to fully
implement CBM activities into the life cycle of the respective train type. It also provides a
guideline for the identification and examination of potential CBM activities with their
benefits and challenges as well as their implementation into the maintenance plan. The
challenges the partners met during their investigation (data access and quality, cooperation
of the operators/manufacturers, necessary standardization of data format, structure and
interface as well as necessary personal skills for data analysis) can be used as lessons learned
for future implementation of CBM on existing fleets.
An effective implementation of the findings is not foreseen in the scope of WP6.
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2 Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation /
acronym

Description

AC

Air Condition

ANN

Artificial Neural Network

ASG

Air-insulated switchgear

BT

Bombardier Transportation

BUS

Binary Unit System

CA

Collaboration Agreement

CBM

Condition Based Maintenance

CSM-RA

Common Safety Methods – Risk Assessment

DB

Deutsche Bahn

Del.

Deliverable

DMP

Data Management Plan

DoA

Description of Action

ECM

Entity in Charge of Maintenance

ELM

Extreme Learning Machines

ETB

Ethernet Train Backbone

FMEA

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

FTA

Fault Tree Analysis

GA

Grant Agreement

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning

IMPACT-2

Indicator Monitoring for a new railway PAradigm in seamlessly integrated Cross
modal Transport chains – Phase 2

IP

Innovation Programme

JU

Joint Undertaking

LCC

Life Cycle Cost

LSTM

Long Short-Term Memory

MAE

Mean absolute error
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Abbreviation /
acronym

Description

MCG

Mobile Communication Gateway

MP1

Maintenance Premium Standing

MP2

Maintenance Schedule Volatile

MSE

Mean Square Error

MVB

Multifunction Vehicle Bus

PCA

Principal Component Analysis

PM

Project Manager (coordinator)

RCA

Root Cause Analysis

RCM

Reliability Centred Maintenance

RDA Box

Remote Data Access Box

RMSE

Root Mean Squared Error

RNN

Recurrent Neural Network

RPN

Risk Priory Number

Rprop+

Resilient Backpropagation with Backtracking

RU

Railway Undertaking

RUL

Remaining Useful Life

S2R

Shift2Rail

SIE

Siemens Mobility

SIL

Safety Integrity Level

SPD

System Platform Demonstrator

TCU

Traction Control Unit

TCMS

Train Control Management System

TCN

Train Communication Network

TMT

Technical Management Team

TRL

Technical Readiness Level

WP

Work Package
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Abbreviation /
acronym

WTB
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3 Background
This document presents the deliverable 6.4 “CBM results for rail vehicles” in the framework
of WA3 "safety, standardisation & smart maintenance" of CCA defined in the Multi-Annual
Action Plan at the time of the start of IMPACT-1 (September 2016).
WP6 “Smart Maintenance” is divided into three topics, each with specific objectives:
▪
▪
▪

Smart maintenance concept for the whole railway system (Task 6.2)
Condition based maintenance (CBM) for passenger trains (Tasks 6.3 – 6.5)
Integrated infrastructure & rolling stock data management for smart maintenance (Tasks 6.6 – 6.7)

The objective of the topic smart maintenance concept is the development of a common
concept based on a synthesis of all smart maintenance developments within Shift2Rail (e.g.
TD3.6, TD3.7 and TD3.8 for infrastructure, TD5.1 for freight locomotives, TD5.3 for freight
wagons and TD1.1 for traction components).
The objectives of CBM for passenger trains are the development of demonstrators for CBM
applications for some exemplary modules of passenger trains (regional, passenger doubledeck, high speed and suburban EMU trains). A second objective is the verification of CBM
benefits in respect of quality (less delay minutes due to component failures) and Life Cycle
Cost (LCC) (constant or reduced maintenance costs) through use cases.
The objectives of an integrated infrastructure & rolling stock data management are the
development and standardisation of data transfer protocols, formats and structures for
rolling stock and infrastructure CBM in cooperation with TD3.6 (Dynamic railway information
management system demonstrator), TD3.7 (Railway Integrated Measuring and Monitoring
System), work area (WA) 4.2 Integrated mobility and TD1.2 (Train control and monitoring
system). Furthermore, the collaboration partners seek to investigate supplier and asset
independent software routines for data collection, transfer and assignment in order to avoid
the development of special routines for each railway asset of each supplier.
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4 Objectives/aims
In general, the objectives of the deliverable 6.4 are:
▪
▪

Development of CBM application demonstrators for exemplary modules of passenger trains
(regional, passenger double-deck, high speed and suburban EMU trains)
Verification of CBM benefits in respect of quality and LCC through use cases

These general objectives are divided into more precise objectives for each sub-task:
▪

▪

▪

Sub-task 6.3.1 to 6.3.4
Data collection and formatting of vehicle modules and components based on use cases
defined by the collaboration partners in task 6.1
Sub-task 6.4.1 to 6.4.4
Analysis of the collected data and pattern recognition conducted by the University of
Huddersfield to eventually find hidden patterns. Subsequently finding out if the selected data
can be used to monitor the condition and to develop CBM-routines for condition-based
maintenance activities
Sub-task 6.5.1 to 6.5.4
Optimising maintenance plans with respect to the step from scheduled to condition based
maintenance based on the findings from the data analysis
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5 CBM results for rail vehicles
5.1 Development of a CBM use case
This chapter will describe the current maintenance system as well as a general approach to
the development of a CBM use case. Furthermore, the advantages of CBM implementation
will be outlined.
5.1.1 Current maintenance system
The current maintenance system for rail vehicles is characterised by a mixture of scheduled
preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance.

Figure 1 Conventional and condition-based maintenance systems
The key element of the maintenance development function (ECM 2 – entity in charge of
maintenance) for vehicle maintenance is the maintenance plan. This includes all the
preventive maintenance tasks scheduled for the vehicle and its components and the planned
execution time for these tasks as well as the quality criteria to be met or achieved, limiting
dimensions or desired conditions. The elements in scheduled preventive maintenance are
defined according to prEN 17018 (draft) as follows:
▪

▪

▪

“maintenance plan
railway vehicle or component based structured document containing a set of planned
maintenance activities and their maintenance interval limits based upon information in the
maintenance manual” (prEN 17018, 2018, p. 8)
“maintenance step
collection of maintenance activities that are planned as a group and are to be carried out at the
same maintenance interval limit” (prEN 17018, 2018, p. 16)
“maintenance interval limit
maximum period for a particular maintenance activity or step consisting of an appropriate value
and a suitable measurement unit” (prEN 17018, 2018, p. 12)
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▪

▪

“maintenance activity
collection of maintenance tasks to be carried out on an entity treated which contains
maintenance limit values, quality criteria and information necessary to define the activity” (prEN
17018, 2018, p. 16)
“service limit value
permissible maximum or minimum value not to be exceeded in service” (prEN 17018, 2018, p.
13)

The elements mentioned above of the maintenance plan for each vehicle, in particular the
maintenance interval limit and service limit value in conjunction with the relevant
maintenance activities to be carried out, are based on manufacturer specifications or on the
maintenance providers' or vehicle operators' own developments. The values and tasks are
derived from calculations, experience, similarities to other vehicles, etc. and each apply to a
vehicle group (e.g. all vehicles of the same type under the same usage conditions).
5.1.1.1 Disadvantages and limitations of the current system
This approach to specify limit values and work to be carried out in scheduled preventive
maintenance steps demonstrates the advantages of this maintenance system as well as its
disadvantages and limitations.
A major advantage is the high degree of predictability regarding the work to be carried out.
This is particularly important for the overall maintenance process from vehicle delivery,
performance of maintenance work, employee scheduling and materials management to
vehicle recommissioning.
The major disadvantage, however, is that the actual condition of individual vehicles and
components is not known. This means that it is impossible to determine which specific
maintenance is actually needed for each vehicle and the time at which it is actually needed.
Potential maintenance reserves of individual vehicles and components are underutilised as a
result. At the same time, it is almost impossible to predict, and therefore prevent, unplanned
downtime.
5.1.1.2 New opportunities by means of data collection, transfer and analysis
This is precisely where condition-based maintenance comes in. Based on the data
determined and analysed information is obtained on the actual condition of individual
components. Based on this information targeted maintenance activities for these
components can be determined at exactly the right time. The aim is to gradually replace the
planned preventive maintenance activities that are defined in the maintenance plan for each
vehicle and triggered by a maintenance interval limit (km, time, switching cycles, etc.) with
condition-based maintenance activities.
5.1.1.3 Future developments
By using this data-driven condition-based maintenance approach and recognising data
patterns and trends we can predict the evolving condition of components and ultimately
move from condition-based to predictive maintenance.
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5.1.2 General process for the implementation of CBM in the maintenance plan
The development and gradual implementation of CBM in the maintenance plan for assets
follows the comparable process steps below.

Figure 2 Steps for development and implementation of CBM
1. Select suitable areas of application/use cases for CBM
2. Select and collect suitable data for evaluating the condition of the components/functions
in question
3. Structure, transmit and store the data
4. Recognise patterns by analysing the data
5. Derive rules for maintenance
6. Implement the maintenance rules in the maintenance specifications/maintenance plan
5.1.3 Selection of use cases for CBM
5.1.3.1 How to find the right use case
The creation of use cases aiming at the condition-based maintenance strategy requires a
nonstandard approach as there are no established procedures for finding insightful
correlations between available data and supervised assets.
The key challenge is always data access and quality. Dealing with large amounts of data will
bring in the first place a lot of disruption to the organization and push the established
procedures to their limits. Therefore, a comprehensive consideration is needed to identify
the most promising potentials.
According to current experiences in the industry, the most successful projects start with
clarifying the problems that need to be solved and the decisions that are needed to move
forward. Only then should the project consider how to identify the necessary data and the
best technology to capture and process it. This helps to work out whether such an effort will
pay off in the end.
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5.1.3.2 Possible selection criteria
Considering the most common incentives for optimization of any maintenance programme,
the following criteria should be applied for the identification and selection of potential use
cases:
▪

▪

▪

Significance for RAMS key performance indicators:
- Safety
- Reliability
- Availability
- Maintainability
Significance for LCC:
- Maintenance expenditures (preventive and corrective, labour and materials)
- Potential investment costs vs. savings
- Operational utilization rates of vehicles and components
Data availability and suitability:
- Technical data availability and property rights
- Data quality and its meaning for wear behaviour and fault detection
- Plausibility of data – verification

Particularly In the case of CBM, the aim of maintenance should focus on the unplanned
outage prevention. Thus, a technically relevant use case can be determined in the course of
the failure investigation including its mode and effects.
5.1.3.3 Data availability
The data availability and plausibility always play a key role for the feasibility of use cases.
Looking at the design features of today’s railway vehicles, one thing can be certainly stated
that there is a variety of different data taking part in the vehicle control process, of which a
majority was, by design, not meant for any maintenance purpose. On the other side, the
recent developments in manufacturing and modernization projects of rolling stock show a
strong tendency for onboard diagnostic systems, which aim is to provide condition
information for the maintenance.
In practice, in order to find the right data, with the intended outcomes in mind, and turn it to
useful information for the maintenance, an exploration action for use cases often starts with
a trial-and-error approach firstly. In other words, the organizations who only start to develop
and incorporate data driven CBM solutions in their maintenance procedures should try out
various possible ways rather than just focus and get stuck with a particular use case. This
takes efforts of whole teams consisting of system engineers, data engineers and scientists as
well as maintenance specialists, but in turn can result in gains of interesting clues for the
whole data value chain, its barriers and hidden benefits.
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5.1.3.4 Technical feasibility
Another factor, apart from selecting the "right" data, of setting up a sound CBM use case is
the technical suitability for condition monitoring. Crucial things in condition monitoring are
the understandings of degraded behaviours of the supervised unit – for example the
degraded behaviours follow a time-dependent degradation process or have some stochastic
failure rates as discrete events- and the possibility of monitoring the degraded behaviours by
measuring and processing some signals and data (e.g., electrical, mechanical, thermal
parameters). These will affect the technical feasibility of a CBM measure and its potentials of
integration into a maintenance system.
Based on the definition and the objectives for CBM as described above, selection criteria of
appropriate use cases after considering the technical feasibility and the data availability can
be summarised as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Which data are relevant for the selected use cases?
Which can provide best clues about the condition of a monitored unit and help clarify the cause in
case of failure?
Are there data available or are there any technical and/or legal constrains for the usage of data?
Are there technical capabilities to read out, transfer and store the data?

5.1.4 Data collection and transmission
5.1.4.1 Analysing available data
A single rail vehicle contains certain data generating sources which in most cases can be
classified as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Raw sensor signals (analogue and digital) from individual measuring devices and actuators
Process & state variables incl. message and events data from TCN - train communication network
(incl. MVB, WTB, ETB and periphery BUS)
Operational parameters displayed or/and recorded on the vehicle (central and local displays)
Diagnostic messages displayed or/and recorded on the vehicle (central and local displays)
Records of diagnostic messages and parameters transmitted on the land side (i.e. onboard
diagnostic and data transmission)

Overall, the process data on the vehicle can be divided into two basic types; primary (first two
bullet point) and secondary data (last three bullet points). This simplified division serves for
the general comprehension of what sort of data already bears potential for maintenance
purposes and what only presents a raw basis for deeper exploration for potential use cases.
For extensive analyses, it will be of importance to have access to both.
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Figure 3 Overview data generating resources
The exact landscape of available data results from the vehicle’s control architecture and the
level of integration of different types of data sources over a central network, where data
processing is to some extend taking place (e.g. diagnostic analysis). Therefore, a thorough
screening of available data needs to be carried out prior to final selection of suitable signals
or messages.
5.1.4.2 Finding and selection of the right data (FTA)
With regards to the identified data available on the vehicle the next activity to come about is
the mapping of data to particular vehicle systems or its functions. In order to enable a logical
correlation between data sets and vehicle features a certain integration interface needs to
be achieved.
It is good when the data sets already allow to recognise their allocation in the vehicle
communication network (containing understandable attributes) and already present
coherent values or messages. Otherwise, the efforts necessary for the selection will
significantly extend and take even more specific expertise to decrypt and finally map out the
data.
There are different ways to first group the sets of data and then to allocate them to the
corresponding vehicle functions. One of the successfully practiced procedure is the Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA), which combined with the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
provides sufficient insight into the system critical functions and its sensitive parameters
which in turn can be easier correlated with adequate data sets.
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FTA (in line with DIN EN 61025) is defined as “a top-down, deductive failure analysis in which
an undesired state of a system is analyzed using Boolean logic to combine a series of lowerlevel events.” (McLay & Anderson, 2018, p. 520). This analysis method can be effectively
used to understand how systems can fail and to identify the best ways to reduce risk or to
determine event rates of a particular system level (functional) failure.

Figure 4 Depiction of FTA and FMEA
Once the system study by means of FTA has been accomplished a more in-depth failure
cause and effects analysis can be performed with use of the FMEA methodology. This allows
to figure out the technical interdependencies between individual system elements and the
factors and/or parameters which may influence their functional safety and reliability.
Having both a well-structured overview of the available and readable data and at the same
time an insightful break-down of system functions, a proper selection of data for CBM use
cases can be well managed.
5.1.4.3 Necessary information and access to the relevant data
To enable the fault tree analysis and failure mode and effect analysis it is vital to have a
broad access to data from different sources and at different granularity level. Therefore, the
first task will be to ensure that there is a “platform” to enable the interoperability of the
data which are collected and captured in an on-board data recorder or transmitted on the
land side (e.g. operational parameters and diagnostic messages). There should be
transparent rules and procedures in place which should allow the needed data access and
usage. Nevertheless, the approaches and techniques of how the data will be assessed and
the needed resources in the procedure of data processing should be agreed among the
owners of data.
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The issue of data availability will become even more complex when the core data cannot be
transmitted from their enclosed vehicle communication network to other systems (e.g. from
MVB or local BUS). This may take extraordinary measures and require the installation of an
additional data logger, for example, in the MVB or via some interface with the Train Control
& Management System (TCMS). The extra equipment, as a result, may bring some new
hazards into the system. For instance, whenever software without safety assurance is
integrated into a system which is a safety critical system, the current regulations require that
the safety case of the system with the software shall be valid.
All these aspects as well as any further ones associated with safety or operational issues,
concerning data collection, transmission and storage, should always remain a major part of
the planning of any retrofit measure aiming at capturing of data from an operating rail
vehicle.
5.1.4.4 Current data situation in existing passenger vehicles
Highlighting the current situation in the field of passenger trains and their technical
readiness for a data-driven condition monitoring one could say that no equal level among
different manufacturers and operators has been reached. Nevertheless, nearly everyone
concentrates their attempts to seek for CBM applications for existing and new fleets. The
incentive here is clear – reaching higher reliability and lowering costs, but also to keep up
with the rapid pace of technology and market trends, where every player must redefine
their products or services and find a new way for making the things around the maintenance
just “smarter”.
This means a fundamental shift in the current approach, from an experience-based
scheduled maintenance to a real-time condition-based process. The latter needs an in-depth
scrutiny of available data in the vehicle, their technical structure, correlation with vehicle
components and their degradation patterns, and the technical possibilities how to collect
then store and analyse them. The investigation shows numerous individual limitations,
different for rolling stock manufacturers and rail operators. However, many difficulties like
access to data, data format and structure, decrypting of data and their compatibility with the
field data from maintenance, finally data management and administration pose to be
common. These are potential subjects for common standards.
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5.1.5 Data analysis and pattern recognition
5.1.5.1 Necessary quality and other characteristics for the analysis
A good basis of data sets serious prerequisites towards collection and pre-processing
throughout the entire transmission path before it becomes accessible for the analysis.
Depending on what kind of data is considered in the process, diverse quality requirements
and technical properties decide about their suitability for analysis. The following physical
steps of the process should be distinguished and paid specific attention to:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Data source
Data acquisition
Transmission
Data ingestion and central storage

Each of these stages presents a specific set of requirements to be fulfilled in order to enable
conclusive analysis.
The former data source stands here for vehicle. However, for most cases no central access
point for all interesting data from particular components or subsystems exists in the vehicle.
This implies limitations in data integrity, consistency, resolution, timeliness, etc.
The data acquisition postulates a target-oriented collection, where the data samples should
already bear information on which component or part in the vehicle it comes from and what
parameter it presents. With that in mind, a definite identifier should be contained in each
data syntax to accurately reflect on the vehicle structure. Otherwise, any data interpretation
or encryption on the physical layer will become hindered.
For an obstruction-free transmission process standardised communication protocols for the
transmitter, receiver and communication network are essential. This brings also unification
for the data storage, where data is being parsed during a so-called ingestion process – a
dynamic transfer and compression of data from where it originated into a system where it
can be stored and analysed, for instance into a data lake.
As the number of data transmitters (vehicles and sensors) grows, both volume and variance
of data sources are expanding rapidly. Sources now need to be accommodated and often in
real time. Yet extracting the data such that it can be used by the destination system is a
significant challenge in terms of time, resources and quality.
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5.1.5.2 General approach to data analysis
Performing diagnostic analysis across distributed systems is relevant to many business
sectors. Typical problems encountered include fault diagnosis and prognosis, data
interoperability and semantic model, access to remote resources (experts, computing,
knowledge bases etc.), management of communications between key personnel in the
system, control of information flow and data quality and integration of data from diverse
global sources within a strategic decision support system.

Figure 5 Major tasks of overall CBM procedure
Technically there are three major tasks in the overall procedure of a CBM system: fault
diagnostics, prognostics, and condition-based maintenance. The first task is to diagnose and
identify the root causes of system failures. The root causes identified can provide useful
information for prognostic models as well as feedback for system design improvement. The
second task takes the processed data and existing system models or failure mode analysis as
inputs and employs the developed library of prognosis algorithms to automatically update
degradation models and predict failure times of the system.
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Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) is a subset of Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM).
It’s a maintenance strategy that monitors the actual condition of an asset to decide what
maintenance needs to be done. CBM dictates that maintenance should only be performed
when certain indicators show signs of decreasing performance or upcoming failure.
Therefore, for a typical CBM case the following variables should be subject to analysis
(depicted below):

Figure 6 Variables for analysis
CBM relies on the capability to detect potential failures in advance in order to take
appropriate actions. The P-F curve, a visual representation of an asset’s deterioration over
time, has become an essential component to any reliability centred maintenance program.
The horizontal (X) axis of the P-F Curve represents time-in-service for an asset or asset
component. The vertical (Y) axis represents some measure of performance, rate, condition
or suitability for purpose. The curve shows that the performance or condition of an asset or
component declines over time from potential failure (P) leading to functional failure (F), i.e.
loss of function for which it was intended. The curve may take various shapes, linear or
exponential, but is generally represented as exponential as shown in figure above.
The P-F curve conceptually captures the process of system’s degradation, and importantly it
explicitly shows the time range between P and F, commonly called the P-F interval, which is
the window of opportunity during which a imminent failure can be detected and appropriate
maintenance actions to address the failure. In real applications of CBM, it becomes crucial to
be able to model the true process of system’s deterioration over time (or other
measurements, for example running distance).
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5.1.5.3 Applied methods and tools
Currently various methods have been developed and tested to deal with large amounts of
data with the purpose of finding clues for the condition-based maintenance and prediction
patterns. However, the train vehicle is a complex system – different components may need
different systems/algorithms for their condition-based maintenance. In the case of building a
system of CBM, there is a generic framework to develop the algorithm, shown in the
diagram below.

Figure 7 Steps to CBM development
Prior to data analysis, a thorough system study including failure analysis (FTA or FMEA) is
necessary. Once there is a fundamental understanding of how the system operates and how
its failures behave, a set of sample data is collected then analysed in order to develop an
algorithm to identify and extract patterns of features in the sample dataset. When the
algorithm of fault diagnosis and prognosis is prototyped, it can be tested in a test
environment with serial validations and verifications. Finally, the algorithm is implemented
into the real system with other sub-systems including the condition monitoring system and
the maintenance decision making system to complete a full CBM application. The process
can be very iterative as the understanding of system’s faults is better and deepened in the
process of algorithm development.
In the process the testing environment will encompass verification and validation with key
competencies remaining at the systems engineering level. In other words, a CBM application
can be finally assessed and introduced by a responsible maintenance entity supported by
vehicle engineering.
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The CBM application is not the final product in the daily operation of rail vehicle
maintenance. The CBM application provides a platform. But there are still several tasks to be
done, for example coding of data samples if no sufficient structure is available, counting the
occurrence of codes of each day, calculating the MSE (Mean Square Error) to verify any
estimations. Here are some common statistical analyses that could be used in CBM
application.
Feature
Peak value
Mean

Definition
max = max 𝑛𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑁)
𝑁

1
𝑢=
∑ 𝑛𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=1

Standard deviation

𝑁

1
𝜎= √
∑(𝑛𝑗 − 𝑢)2
𝑁−1
𝑗=1

Root mean square

𝑁

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √ ∑(𝑛𝑗 )2
𝑁
𝑗=1

Skewness
Kurtosis
Crest indicator

Clearance indicator
Shape indicator

Impulse indicator

∑𝑁
𝑗=1(𝑛𝑗

− 𝑢)3
(𝑁 − 1)𝜎 3
4
∑𝑁
𝑗=1(𝑛𝑗 − 𝑢)
𝐾𝑈 =
(𝑁 − 1)𝜎 4
max |𝑛|
𝐶𝐼 =
√ 1 ∑𝑁
(𝑛 )2
𝑁 𝑗=1 𝑗
max |𝑛|
𝐶𝐿𝐼 =
1 𝑁
( ∑𝑗=1 √|𝑛𝑗 |)2
𝑁
1
√ ∑𝑁
(𝑛 )2
𝑁 𝑗=1 𝑗
𝑆𝐼 =
1 𝑁
∑ |𝑛 |
𝑁 𝑗=1 𝑗
max |𝑛|
𝑀𝐼 =
1 𝑁
∑ |𝑛 |
𝑁 𝑗=1 𝑗
𝑆𝐾 =

Table 1: Statistical analyses useable for CBM
Apart from these fundamental analyses, if the data are available and good enough, more
sophisticated methods and tools can be applied, for example applying machine learning in
feature extraction and artificial neural networks in failure prognosis, etc. There are also
some tasks to do in order to make these advanced methods more effective, for instance to
sample the data collected and feeding back to a neural network to train the AI algorithm.
Such advanced data-driven approaches can also support and facilitate modelling integration
within maintenance processes. For example, “Intepretable Machine Learning” approaches
provide important insights regarding the content and behaviour of such modelling and
provide information necessary for understanding their predictions and outputs. This
contributes to make maintenance processes more confident regarding their data-driven
input indicators.
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5.1.5.4 Creation of rules derived from recognised patterns
Every recognised pattern can be an instance of the general rule how a fault in the system
evolves. In the test environment a pattern resides in the data which could be generated
from a simulation model and is identified via certain statistical analysis or sample data
known as "training data" in case of machine learning.
Based on a pattern we then can make a relatively good prediction of when the system will
fail. The prediction process undergoes several loops. After processing the data an initial
prediction model is created. Then the prediction model will be mapped to a real data model
so that the deviation of prediction is known. The deviation will be used to evaluate and
adjust the initial prediction model. Then a fine prediction model is produced. On one hand,
the results from a fine prediction model will be the final prediction results from the set of
data which is inputted into initial prediction model; on the other hand, the results will be
compared with actual observation values and to tune the prediction model for the next set
of input data.
Feedback

Prediction
model

Mapping
model

Pre-process

Evaluation of
Pre-process

comparison
model

Loop
（0：n）,n>=0

Observation values

Figure 8 Steps for a prediction model
In fact, a prediction model will become more plausible and mature over its usage time after
there are 3 or 4 rounds of feedbacks.
The extra tasks could include:
A simulation-based fault detection
▪ Confirmation of the fault assumption by maintenance staff
▪ Trial use of the service for problem finding via on-line simulation by experienced maintenance
engineers
▪ Refinement of the fault diagnostic algorithms by data system designers
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5.1.5.5 Data and pattern reliability for CBM
Quality in the process of data acquisition, transmission and analysis is a safety issue which
becomes even more critical as the rail maintenance becomes a more data driven
management system. From the technical point of view, the quality is tightly bound to
reliability which in turn results from the following factors:
▪
▪
▪

Selection of adequate variables/parameters (or a set of variables) to describe the condition(s) of
the system
Setting a reasonable threshold of the system’s condition
Laying out an accurate enough description of the system’s degradation process - a reliable
prediction

Maintenance as a safety-critical activity, especially on some high SIL (safety integrity level)
components, aims primarily at securing the safety and reliability of the entire system. Any
significant changes in maintenance procedure will trigger the risk assessment in CSM-RA.
There has already been a lot of attention on the risk assessment of physical systems and
organisational procedures. However, over the years data become more and more important
in the decision-making process and at present there is a lack of effort in the reliability and
safety assessment of data itself, i.e. the data is collected in the right format and there is
nothing wrong in the transmission and analysis process.
It turns out to be crucial to have a sound concept of reliability and safety of CBM data, which
above all other properties including integrity, format, resolution, traceability, etc. This could
be one of major deciding factors, whether a data driven CBM concept can be successfully
implemented.
5.1.6 Integration into maintenance plan
5.1.6.1 General requirements for the integration of CBM into maintenance plan
Before a CBM task for maintenance of a vehicle is applied at the workshop, it must be
implemented by the Entity in Charge of Maintenance (ECM) in the relevant maintenance
regulations for the vehicle in question.
This is normally done by modifying the relevant maintenance plan. For this purpose, the
maintenance tasks affected by the specific CBM task in the vehicle’s maintenance plan are
modified accordingly (content, execution time, etc.) or replaced by the CBM task.
It should be noted that the maintenance plan is the material set of ECM regulations for
maintaining the safe condition of each vehicle. Therefore, stringent demands are placed on
the process of creating and modifying maintenance plans. For this reason, national and
increasingly European regulations, directives and standards are to be applied for this
process. In the German rail sector, these include DIN 27201-1 “Procedures for preparation
and modification of maintenance programmes” and in future a European standard entitled
“Creation and modification of maintenance plan” in the European rail sector.
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This is currently available as standard prEN 17023. The enactment of the EN is expected to
come into force in 2019. It is also to be expected that the relevant national regulations such
as the above DIN will be replaced with the publication of EN 17023.
Since modification of the maintenance plan is a change to the rail system with potential
impact on railway safety, regulation (EU) 402/2013 “Common safety method for risk
evaluation and assessment” (CSM-RA) must still be observed and applied.
These regulations, directives and standards share the objective of ensuring railway safety in
the event of changes to the rail system; in this case a modification of the maintenance plan.
The material elements for ensuring this objective are:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Structured process flow, with defined process steps and clear roles and responsibilities
Technical development within a team of technical experts
Consistent, recognized methods and tools for risk evaluation and control
Evidence of attainment of the required safety targets
Evidence of safety
Documentation and traceability of all material process steps, results and decisions
Dual control principle in the final assessment

5.1.6.2 Organisational structure – collaboration of experts
The modification of a maintenance plan for a railway vehicle in accordance with the above
regulations and recognized technical rules places special demands on the professional skills
of the staff entrusted with the modification. The skills requirements according to prEN 17023
are referred to here by way of example:
“The organization(s) shall ensure that the following technical and non-technical skills and
knowledge are possessed collectively by the roles defined in 8.2:
a) engineering knowledge gained from experience or education of the relevant/required
technical field or system (e.g.: electrical/electronics, mechanical, pneumatic) and have
railway experience;
b) knowledge of relevant technical standards and regulations for maintenance of railway
vehicles;
c) knowledge of the integration of systems into the train and their interaction with the
operating interfaces;
d) awareness of applicable legislation, standards and codes of practice;
e) basic skills (e.g. in numeracy, literacy, language and IT) in order to complete the task
competently.
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The following additional skills and knowledge should be considered: — understanding of
risks related to railway operation and maintenance;
— understanding and application of risk management techniques;
— understanding of generic safety hazards related to railway maintenance….” (prEN 17023,
2018, p. 19)
These skill requirements are based on previous conventional methods for modifying
maintenance plans and therefore do not yet adequately factor in new requirements from
the standpoint of condition-based or predictive maintenance. New competency profiles arise
in particular from the areas of data acquisition, data analysis, pattern recognition, etc. and
present new challenges for maintenance staff.
5.1.6.3 Setting up the safety plan
When modifying a maintenance plan, the safety plan is the documented compilation of the
planned procedure and includes the following material information:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Requirements specification for modification of the maintenance plan
Organization and appointment of experts
Components and systems affected by the modification
Process for determining the wear behavior and the causes of wear for the components concerned
Methods for determining the maintenance tasks and their interval limits, as well as inspection and
repair limits
Specifications for the type, scope and implementation of the safety case
Responsibilities
Cancellation criteria

Here, too, it is clear that the current requirements do not yet adequately reflect the new
challenges associated with the introduction of CBM. In particular, there is a lack of
information here, such as:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Selection of the data for evaluation of component condition
Methods for collecting the selected relevant data
Data security and quality requirements
Tools and methods for data analysis and pattern recognition
Methods for deriving rules for maintenance
Methods for verifying the derived maintenance rules

These requirements are not supported by the previous regulations for modification of a
maintenance plan.
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5.1.6.4 Draft elaboration of the modified maintenance plan
There are basically two ways of modifying the maintenance plan.
1. By collecting and analyzing the condition data of the relevant component, the existing
maintenance task can be optimized. Its interval and limits can be adapted to the actual
wear behavior. However, this retains the fundamental nature of a scheduled
preventive maintenance task with a fixed execution time.
2. Replacement of the previous preventive maintenance task with a fixed execution time
with a condition-based maintenance task based on real monitoring data. This is
independent of a fixed execution time and is triggered by a predefined threshold in the
data flow.
The actual objective of introducing CBM is to achieve variant 2.
5.1.6.5 Risk analysis according to VO (EU) 402/2013 – CSM-RA
Within the meaning of Regulation (EU) 402/2013 “Common safety method for risk
evaluation and assessment”, modification of a maintenance plan for rail vehicles constitutes
a “modification to the rail system”. Application of this EU regulation is therefore binding. The
objective here is to identify and control the safety risks associated with the planned
modification, in this case modification of the maintenance plan. The main steps in the
application of the EU regulation are as follows:
1. Description of the planned modification in the system environment
2. Investigation of the impact of the planned modification on safety – discontinue and
document if there is no safety relevance
3. In the case of safety relevance – determination of the significance of the planned
modifications on the basis of specified significance criteria – in the case of nonsignificance, risk evaluation and control according to own methods
4. In the case of significance – risk analysis using the methods laid down in the EU
regulation
5. Evaluation of the overall procedure by an independent assessment body
5.1.6.6 Description of necessary following steps according to prEN 17023
Within the framework of the Technology Readiness Level 3 (TRL 3) to be achieved with the
deliverable, the entire and very complex process of modifying a maintenance plan up to the
introduction of this modified plan cannot be implemented for the vehicle fleet concerned.
The further necessary steps are therefore basically outlined and briefly explained below:
1. Confirmation of the results achieved on selected individual vehicles for the entire
vehicle fleet concerned
2. Demonstration of adequate safety when implementing the modified maintenance plan
by means of evidence of safety and verification by independent experts
3. Enactment of the modified maintenance plan for the fleet
4. Special monitoring after implementation of the maintenance plan in order to confirm
actual use and validation by independent experts
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5.1.7 Benefit of CBM implementation
The benefit of implementing data-based maintenance such as Condition Based Maintenance
results from better knowledge of the actual status of assets and their components to be
maintained. The real-time condition monitoring allows the derivation of maintenance
measures to become more target-oriented, more effective, efficient and better tailored to
the actual needs of maintenance. There are essentially two options for the development of
maintenance requirements:
1. Increasing safety, reliability and quality by avoiding unplanned outages through the
early detection of failures and better timing of corrective actions
2. Reduction of maintenance costs of the scheduled preventive maintenance through:
a. Optimisation of interval limits for the scheduled preventive maintenance works
b. Complete replacement of individual planned preventive maintenance measures by
condition-based maintenance measures.
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5.2 WP6 CBM use case for regional EMU
5.2.1 Piloting modifications of maintenance plan
According to the task of Work Package 6 Smart Maintenance, Task 6.3.1, the introduction of
condition-based maintenance (CBM) is required for a regional EMU. For this purpose,
selected components must be investigated.
The task also requires collaboration with the Shift2Rail project PINTA.
The task and the required collaboration resulted in requirements for the selection of the
regional EMU to be investigated and the components to be considered. The regional EMU
Class 440 Coradia manufactured by Alstom was chosen for the investigation.
Besides, a Class 440 traction component (current converter) was selected as a primary
subject for the collaboration with PINTA.
As the second component of the vehicle to be considered, the retractable step of the
entrance door was proposed by DB Regio AG's product line support and maintenance
departments.
Work instructions for scheduled preventive maintenance exist for both components in the
current maintenance plan of DB Regio AG. These work instructions contain defined work
contents, which must be carried out at fixed mileage limits within planned maintenance
periods. The work instructions with defined work contents, limit values to be complied with
and mileage limits have thus far been based on manufacturer specifications, calculations,
experience from maintenance and operation, etc. The work instructions apply to the entire
fleet of the relevant vehicles of an RU or groups of vehicles operating under the same
conditions. The work instructions including all specifications therefore do not take into
account the individual condition of a specific vehicle component.
The planned introduction of a data-based monitoring system is an attempt to determine the
actual condition of individual components and thus define maintenance requirements
individually for the components. The data and signals already available in the vehicle or
component are used for this purpose. They are assigned to the respective functions or
possible causes of faults in order to be able to make statements about the actual condition
of the component using analysis methods and pattern recognition. The ultimate goal is to
establish condition-based rules for the work to be carried out and thus to partially or
completely transfer the original work instruction from the above-mentioned scheduled
preventive form into a condition-based maintenance work instruction.
The integration of the CBM work instructions into the maintenance plan represents a change
to the maintenance plan and is carried out in accordance with DIN 27201-1, taking into
account the VO(EU) 402/2013 Common Methods for Risk Assessment (CSM-RA) due to the
use of the vehicles examined in Germany.
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5.2.2 Organisational structure
The task required the following organizational structure with the functions listed below:
▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

Project management: Employees of the Maintenance Systems & Consulting unit of DB
Systemtechnik GmbH
- Project control, P&L accountability
- Contribution to deliverable
Vehicle specialists of the RU: Employees of the Class 440 product line support unit of DB Regio AG
and engineering unit of DB Systemtechnik GmbH
- Selection of vehicles and use cases
- Identification of fault causes
Vehicle specialists of the manufacturer: Alstom employees
- Information regarding data acquisition, data format and structure
Maintenance specialists: Employees of the ECM unit and maintenance depots of DB Regio AG
- Provision of maintenance data
- Support in establishing and verifying rules for maintenance
Specialists for data acquisition and transmission: Employees of the fleet management, consulting
and digitalisation units of DB Systemtechnik GmbH
- Data acquisition, data transmission
Data scientists: Employees of the Open Call University of Huddersfield, Institute of Railway
Research
- Data analysis, pattern recognition, machine learning
Specialists for process change, maintenance plan and risk analysis: Employees of the Maintenance
Systems & Consulting unit of DB Systemtechnik GmbH
- Modification of the maintenance plan, taking into account the applicable laws, guidelines and
standards

5.2.3 Safety plan
Detailed description of the whole planned process to implement CBM use cases into the
maintenance plan is outlined in the Safety Plan (based on the general approach outlined in
the introductory chapter above). Please refer to the document “Annex 1_Safety Plan_DB_ET
440 a.pdf“ in the chapter Annexes.
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5.2.4 Investigation & field data analysis
5.2.4.1 Selected data for WP6
The selection of data for the investigation follows the results from Deliverable 6.1., where
for a regional EMU train, the DB Class 440 Coradia Alstom, the following components have
been chosen:
Company/
Subtask Leader
DB AG

Subtask

Vehicle

6.3.1/6.4.1/ EMU 440
6.5.1.
Coradia Alstom

Examined
components
Current converter
Entrance door/
sliding step

Objective
Diagnostic and
maintenance data analysis
& pattern recognition

Table 2: Overview of examined components DB Class 440 Coradia
The selection of components was performed in consideration of the following criteria
▪
▪
▪

Relevance for maintenance (scheduled or unscheduled/corrective)
Relevance for safety, reliability or comfort of the passenger trains
Availability of relevant data for CBM application

As it turned out, both components are subject to frequent unplanned/corrective maintenance
and offer a certain amount of diagnostic and maintenance data available for the examination.
The choice has been confirmed by the maintenance engineers who hold the responsibility for
maintenance development procedures for the EMU 440 fleet. The data and documentation
belong to the train operator and has been made available for the project by courtesy of DB
Regio AG.
A meaningful analysis requires attention on two data sources, which is a condition for
plausible results. Therefore, digital data from the vehicle (for general clarification, see point
5.1.4.1) and maintenance records have been taken under scrutiny.
Following digital data estimated to be available on the vehicle:
▪

Primary data (vehicle control layer):
- Process & state variables incl. message and events data from the train communication
network (MVB)
- Raw sensor signals (analogue and digital) from individual measuring devices and actuators
- Operational parameters displayed or/and recorded on the vehicle
- Expected data volume: ca. 10 GB a month

▪

Secondary data (existing onboard diagnostics):
- Diagnostic codes read out periodically from the vehicle by DB maintenance staff
- Number of trains: 49
- 332 different codes for doors & sliding step
- 78 different codes for traction
- Reference period of 4 years: Q4 2014 – Q2 2018
- Total data volume: 15235 files, ca. 1 GB
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Following field data found relevant from the maintenance:
▪

Event logger sourced from SAP “Krankenblatt” (fault records reported from the operations to the
maintenance):
- Reference period of 4 years: 2015 – 2018
- Number of trains: 152
- 161 types of reported events for doors/sliding step
- 32 types of reported events for traction
- Total number of reported events:
o 7833 for doors/sliding step
o 2401 for traction

▪

Maintenance records sourced from SAP “standard analysis” (conducted maintenance activities):
- Reference period of 4 years: 2015 – 2018
- Number of trains: 152
- 65 types of corrective maintenance actions for doors/sliding step
- 59 types of corrective maintenance actions for traction
- Total number of corrective records:
o 3945 for doors/sliding step
o 938 for traction

In addition to the collected data relevant technical documentation of the vehicle as well as a
maintenance programme for the investigated components must be provided to support the
analysis. This is essential to comprehend the overall vehicle system and its correlations with
different types of field data.
Following documentation provided to support analysis:
▪

Technical documentation:
- System description of the vehicle and its components
- Description of the vehicle control architecture (incl. MVB architecture) with a complete list of
variables (MVB primary data)
- Description of diagnostic codes/ alarm list and measured parameters (secondary data)

▪

Maintenance documentation:
- Current maintenance plan and instructions for the investigated components

Due to reduced time for data analysis (caused by the delay of COLA agreement) and low
conclusiveness of gathered data for the sliding step, the component has been further
excluded from this report.
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5.2.4.2 Problems with collecting/ understanding of data
For the selected components and identified data sources the process of data collection and
formatting starts with structuring and aggregation of available data sets. This aims at
delivering all data to one central place to make them accessible for analysis. A crucial
condition for a successful transition from data collection to analysis is a good quality
database with a well-organised structure. This appears to usually become a great deficiency
in most CBM oriented projects.
Especially for the advanced computational statistics involving regression models, the data
quality and accessibility decide greatly upon the plausibility of analysis and their usability for
CBM applications. For the predictive analytics, however, not only this can guarantee
promising outcomes, but also the range of data plays an equally important role. Historical
data gathered both from the vehicle as well as from the maintenance process will become
substantial for machine learning, where data from the past (taken for training purposes) will
greatly affect the forecast performance of any data-based degradation model.
The case study of EMU 440 Corrida proves the above-mentioned issues to be of concern and
reveals a variety of problems concerning collection and understanding of data – all compiled
in the table below:
No

Intended fields for
standardization
(acc. to Del. 6.1)

Present situation of
EMU 440 DB

Standardization targets and
recommendations
(acc. to Del. 6.3)

- Continuous data flow nonexistent

- Data flow standardization not
necessary because of a good
presence of standard
communication technologies

Digital data from vehicle
1

Data flow and format

- Common file formats applied
for diagnostic data: .txt, .csv

- Recommendation for using not
encrypted open formats,
common on the market
2

Frequency of data
extraction and transfer
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- Manual bi-weekly readouts
of captured diagnostic codes
from the vehicle, thus data
collection uncontinuous and
incomplete

- Standardisation not advisable
due to threats of
counterproductive limitations
for specific use cases
- Recommendation for
continuous and complete data
capture
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No

Intended fields for
standardization
(acc. to Del. 6.1)

Present situation of
EMU 440 DB

Standardization targets and
recommendations
(acc. to Del. 6.3)

3

Physical data
transmission from
vehicle to ground

- No remote data transfer
from vehicle to landside in
place

- Recommended a standardised
interface on the vehicle for data
access and transmission ability –
subject matter of IP 1 Connecta
project

- Manual readouts of
secondary data (files with
diagnostic codes) on the
vehicle are the case
- No technical access to
primary data (MVB) due to
lack of onboard equipment
(common design obstacle)
4

Landside data
collection and storage

- Storage of .txt and .csv files
on a server with no analytics
features
- No central data management
concept in place

5
5.1

- Standardisation not advisable
due to threats of
counterproductive limitations
for custom solutions
- Recommended a data central
management system with a
definite process for data
governance (at a RU level)

Data access and
transfer
Primary data
(e.g. MVB)

- No technical access to
primary data (MVB) due to
lack of onboard equipment
(common design obstacle)
- No technical documentation
for MVB (list of variables)
available
- support over IP1 PINTA
project failed due to lack of an
appropriate legal framework
at these points (sensible
know-how of Alstom on the
vehicle control system)
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- Standardisation not advisable
due to threats of
counterproductive limitations in
a dynamic development of
digital data transfer solutions
and user interface applications

- Standardisation recommended
for data structure - a generic
data model (syntax and
semantics) for vehicle and
infrastructure elaborated within
Deliverable 6.3
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No

5.2

Intended fields for
standardization
(acc. to Del. 6.1)
Secondary data
(e.g. diagnostic codes)

Present situation of
EMU 440 DB

- No use of diagnostic codes
being made by DB
maintenance due to lack of
translation list and poor
suitability for the current
maintenance routine
- Translation list provided by
Alstom over IP1 PINTA project

Standardization targets and
recommendations
(acc. to Del. 6.3)

- Recommendation for
definition and regulation of
different data users:
manufacturers, infrastructure
manager, railway operators,
maintenance entities (ECM
2,3,4), data analysts, etc.

- Limited information
coherence of the diagnostic
codes and vague
interdependencies

Table 3: Overview of examined components DB Class 440 Coradia
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No

Potential fields for
standardization
(not within the scope of WP6)

Field data from maintenance (SAP)
Description of failure modes,
1
their causes and effects

Present situation of
EMU 440 DB

Standardization targets and
recommendations
(acc. to Del. 6.3)

- No unified failure
mode description in
fault reports

- Recommendation for a unified
description form (e.g. acc. to
FMEA logic)

- No unified feedback
information on
problem handling
from workshops
2

3

Correlation of vehicle data
with maintenance data

- Correlation of
diagnostic data to
maintenance records
often not traceable

- Standardization recommended
for data structure - a generic data
model (syntax and semantics) for
vehicle and infrastructure
elaborated within Deliverable 6.3

Handling and management of
maintenance field data for
CBM applications

- No structured rootcause analysis based
on maintenance field
data

- Recommendation for definition
and regulation of different data
users:
manufacturers, infrastructure
manager, railway operators,
maintenance entities (ECM 2,3,4),
data analysts, etc.

- Central data storage
in SAP with limited
analytics features

- Recommended a data central
management system with a
definite process for data
governance (at a RU level)

Table 4: Overview of examined components DB Class 440 Coradia
Depending on the degree of expertise needed for interpreting the given data sets, relevant
technical documentation must be available.
For instance, the interpretation of MVB variables requires specific knowledge about the
control system and its architecture, which is normally reserved only for the manufacturer. To
make it available to other users for maintenance purposes, a thorough verification of the
necessary documentation in the field of vehicle engineering and maintenance programme
should be performed. User and access rights to the documentation should be determined
and well managed throughout the project. Otherwise, no progress in the creation of CBM
use cases can be achieved while risking every attempt to get stuck at the intellectual
property issues or reaching an impasse.
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5.2.4.3 Analysing tools/ methods
There are many events occurred during the operation of the traction system. Therefore, a
selective approach to determine those failures/events of interests is needed from the very
beginning.
The objectives of “Selection of failure(s) of interest” are:
a) To have an overall understanding of the system in terms of the occurrence of
failures/events
b) To select candidates of further analysis and prognosis
There are many approaches in order to select the failure(s) of interest. For example, the DB’s
maintenance engineers have been consulted on this matter. Furthermore, the log of
maintenance activities from DB has been studied to identify the most significant events.
After all, the most effective approach for selection of failure(s) of interest is to have a scan of
the historical data. Figure 9 shows the occurrence of all failures/events over the period of
observation. The approach can provide us with information that:
▪

▪

The coverage of data over the period. As discussed in previous deliverables, data availability is one
of the project risks. The scan helped us to understand the coverage of historical data, and the
selection of data for further analysis and prognosis
The potential indication of a group of failures/events which are highly correlated. Based on our
experience, events/failures of a system may have some interdependencies in general

In figure 9, it is easy to identify that:
a) There are some gaps of data, for example, we do not have data of first and third quarter
of 2016, and we have some good continuous data over 2015. For our analysis, it is
better to work on data of 2015 for the prognostic model
b) The occurrence of failure code 19048, 19049, 19051, 19052, 19056, 19057 shows some
potential correlation in the chart. It needs some further analysis to understand if these
failure codes are proposed to be correlated (by the definition and design of diagnosis
system) or there is a “true” dependency among these codes
This group of failure codes (19048, 19049, 19051, 19052, 19056, 19057) presents an event
with the inverter “inverter disturbed” accompanied by the “disturbance of ASG traction
control unit”. As designed in the diagnosis system, it makes sense that they are strongly
correlated which means one event occurs and the other events will be captured in a short
period. However, it needs a further analysis of this correlation, i.e. which event is primary
and which are just followers.
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Figure 9 Occurrence patterns of diagnostic codes - all data
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Meanwhile, we also get information from maintenance engineers that failure code 19056
(“wheel diameter difference to high”) presents the reason for a traction disturbance, which
would be a clear indication for maintenance. We coloured the occurrence of code in red to
highlight 19056, which is the most significant failure in the group. At the step of
“characterisation of failure(s) of interest, there are two tasks to do to identify some
characteristics of the occurrence of these codes:
▪

The first task is to visualise the timeline of occurrence of codes over the period, shown in the figure
below. It can provide information about when the event is on and how long the event lasts

Figure 10 Occurrence patterns of diagnostic codes – “codes of interest”
In the case study, we found that these codes/events are almost synchronised – they arise
and disappear at the same time (or the delay are not measured). Ideally, we expected that
such an analysis can answer the question of which event is the primary and which events are
the followers.
▪

The second task is to visualise the trend of occurrence, shown in Figure 11. It can provide some
information on how fast the events’ occurrences are increased over the period
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Figure 11 Occurrence patterns of diagnostic codes – “codes of interest” accumulated
Most importantly, the projection here tells us that the occurrence within the group splits
further into two frequencies. The upper part of the plot indicates inverter no. 1 (Code 19048,
19049, and 19052) to be more prone to failure than inverter no. 2 (Code 19051, 19056,
19057). It also provides us with the information that the rate of occurrence increases after a
certain point is roughly the same. In reliability engineering, we know that the system’s
failure rate is a bit higher than the rate in the later stage of useful life (the bath-curve). So, it
is reasonable to believe after the first period these inverters were working in a stable
condition. And within the time window of the historical data, we did not observe a dramatic
change of occurrence rate.
5.2.4.4 Findings
A reasonable prognostic model is built on the rigorous analysis of historical data. And based
on the prognostic model we are able to forecast the occurrence of some event/failure. In the
case study we have tried two types of prediction: the prediction of occurrence based on a
linear regression model on accumulated occurrences and the prediction of occurrence based
on a recurrent neural network model.
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5.2.4.4.1 Prediction of occurrence based on a linear regression model on accumulated
occurrences
The fundamental assumption of the prediction on a linear regression model is that the
occurrence of an event is distributed evenly over a period. In our case study we identified
that the total occurrences of events of interest increase steadily after the first period (i.e.,
after June 2015) and it is reasonable to assume that all these failures will arise constantly for
the near future.

Figure 12 Prediction model based on a linear regression on accumulated occurrences
Based on the prognostic model (the linear model), we can estimate when the total number
of occurrences of these failures reach the threshold, which determines when the vehicle
needs to go to the depot for service or maintenance.
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5.2.4.4.2 Prediction of occurrence based on a recurrent neural network model
Creating a recurrent neural network model and using it to predict the occurrence of events is
another approach in the case study. Compared with prediction based on a linear model the
fundamental difference is that it is not based on the assumption that the events to predict
will happen constantly over a period. Shown in Figure 13, the group of failures did arise
irregularly over the period.

Figure 13 Prediction model based on a recurrent neural network
There are two approaches to predict the occurrence of failure codes. The first one is to
predict the number of occurrences in next a few days. The other approach is to predict when
the codes will arise and disappear in next a few days.
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5.2.4.4.3 Prediction based numbers of occurrence in the next period
To predict how many times the codes will arise, we need to preliminarily process data to
know how many times the events were recorded in the historical data. The data is
aggregated as below:
Event_date F_19048
22/07/2014
23/07/2014
24/07/2014
25/07/2014
26/07/2014
28/07/2014

F_19049
2
3
4
7
1
5

F_19051
……
2
3
4
6
1
5

F_19052
2
3
4
7
1
5

F_19056
3
3
4
7
1
5

F_19057
2
3
4
7
1
5

2
3
4
7
1
5

…..
Table 5: Historical occurrence data of “codes of interest”
Meanwhile, we can calculate a correlation efficiency matrix to show how these failure codes
are correlated in the history.

Figure 14 Correlation efficiency matrix of “codes of interest”
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It has been identified that Failure 19056 is more correlated with Failure 19049, 19051, and
19057, and slightly less correlated with Failure 19048 and 19062.
After these statistical analyses, we built a recurrent neural network model to feed the
historical data into the model so the model can learn from the historical data and search for
some pattern among the historical data.
Some parameters for the neural network model are set as below:
▪
▪
▪

lookback = 28 — Observations will go back 28 days
steps = 1 — Observations will be sampled at one data point per day
delay = 5 — Targets will be 5 days in the future

The historical data is scaled by using its standard deviation and mean.
Mean:
F_19048
0.02369931

F_19049
0.06957364

F_19051
0.05434398

F_19052
0.02230618

F_19056
0.03565942

F_19057
0.03378029

F_19051
1.0266073

F_19052
1.0215954

F_19056
1.0307834

F_19057
1.0312577

And Standard Deviation:
F_19048
1.0313293

F_19049
0.9966763

When using neural networks we choose the mean absolute error (MAE) as the loss function
to train the neural networks. Then we can have a benchmark of prediction by calculating the
MAE without any prediction. In the case of F_19056, the MAE is 0.4757996. Because the
historical data has been normalized to be cantered on 0 with a standard deviation of 1, this
MAE isn’t immediately interpretable. It translates to an average absolute error of 0.4758 x
F_19056’s std: 0.5, which mean the prediction with the error range of ±0.5.
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Figure 15 Mean absolute error (MAE) as the loss function
After making the neural network model learn the historical data the MAE of the learning set
is down to 0.2944, which is better than the approach without the neural network model.
And the prediction result is:

Figure 16 Prediction results of the neural network model
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5.2.4.4.4 Prediction on when the codes will arise and disappear in next a few days
Based on the historical data, we also attempted to predict the occurrence of events based
on when the events appeared and disappeared, shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Prediction results of the neural network model - “codes of interest”
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Because there are gaps in the data set, we attempted to clean the data in a different way.
And the processed data looks as follows:
event_date F_19048
2014-0722T01:07:45
Z
2014-0722T01:08:29
Z
2014-0722T06:43:20
Z
2014-0722T06:49:11
Z
2014-0722T18:10:45
Z
2014-0722T18:10:46
Z
2014-0722T18:11:27
Z
2014-0723T15:45:09
Z

F_19049

F_19051

F_19052

F_19056

F_19057

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

……
Table 6: Processed occurrence data of “codes of interest”
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Similarly, we calculated the correlation matrix.

Figure 18 Recalculated correlation efficiency matrix of “codes of interest”
And finally, we feed the historical data into neural networks, and got some results.

Figure 19 Recalculated mean absolute error (MAE) as the loss function
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Compared with two attempts of using neural networks, the second attempt is not as good as
we expected. After having a deep analysis, there are several things which may affect the
quality of using neural networks in prediction of failure codes:
▪
▪

Nature of failure: Sometimes the occurrence of failure does not have any periodic pattern, thus It
is hard to use recurrent neural networks to search
Data availability and quality: It is an obvious reason in our case that there are several gaps in the
data set

5.2.4.5 Derived rules for maintenance tasks
In the pursuit of benefits from digital data in the maintenance process, there are different
advancement levels of data applications to be considered at first place. Before far-reaching
data-based derivation of rules there should first be set basics for the use of failure codes
from the on-board diagnostic system. This includes the following aspects:
▪
▪
▪

Implementation of failure codes in the maintenance decision-making process (event reports, longterm analysis, troubleshooting)
Efficient data governance (collection, storage, analysis)
Validation of the failure codes (quality, plausibility, correlations, inter-dependencies) should be
determined

The latter point presents limited feasibility since the creation rules of failure codes are not
revealed to operators and remain known only to manufacturers or system architects. The
level of detail on that point often traces back to the vehicle control layer (incl. MVB), which
in case of EMU 440 excludes further attempts of rules derivation for maintenance.
5.2.5 Supervision and validation of the rules for maintenance
The general rules for supervision and validation of any changes in the maintenance
programme are outlined in the introductory chapter (Annex Safety Plan). Since in the specific
part of EMU 440 no finalised modifications can be proposed, there is no continuation of this
chapter.
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5.2.6 Working out modified maintenance plan
Implementation of diagnostic codes in the maintenance process may require modifications
which can vary in their detail, which depends on the degree ability to diagnose or predict the
technical state.
In the given case of EMU 440, the following changes thanks to use of diagnostic data come
into account for the maintenance plan:
▪

Modification of the maintenance program based on the detected patterns:
- Inclusion of diagnostic codes in maintenance instructions (work scope, quality criteria,
preventive and corrective) – see Figure 22
- Using digital information, modification of the interval limit (skipping the upcoming fixed
maintenance or maintenance when required) – see Figure 20

▪

Reconsideration of the maintenance strategy based on the long-term validated patterns:
- Modification of maintenance scope where information from diagnostic codes can replace
certain “manual” activities - see Figure 21
- Planning of certain maintenance tasks solely based on diagnostic codes – no scheduled
maintenance plan needed

Figure 20 Example of a maintenance plan
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Figure 21 Example of a periodicity table

Figure 22 Example of a maintenance work instruction
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Taken together for deep integration of the on-board diagnostics in the maintenance system
a deeper understanding of the diagnostic codes – what exact signals they involve, limit
values they follow or the rules they are created by – is needed. Again, this kind of question
often traces back to sensitive specifics of the design of vehicle control system (e.g. MVB).
Otherwise, no verification beforehand nor validation during the operation can achieve a
required certainty level.
5.2.7 Beneficial effect of CBM implementation into maintenance plan
The study case of DB Class 440 in terms of sought-after benefits from CBM results in several
revealed obstacles, thus preventing a full-fledged implementation into the maintenance plan
to be achieved. Nevertheless, concerning the failure codes one can see that they can provide
early warning to maintenance and long term-analysis can help optimise the existing
maintenance plan at many points including maintenance intervals, activity sequence and
the scope of work to be done manually. All these reasons should lead to pronounced
benefits in terms of safety and efficiency in the maintenance process.
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5.3 WP6 CBM use case for passenger double-deck coaches and EMU
5.3.1 Piloting modifications of maintenance plan
For the investigation of a CBM use case for passenger double-deck coaches according to task
6.3.2 the Dosto2010 (also known as BR 445 & 446) built by Bombardier Transportation and
being operated by DB Regio was chosen.
The purpose of the investigation is to find out if potential for CBM implementation for
Dosto2010 vehicles can be found. The Dosto2010 trains and coaches are not equipped with
sensors or other measurement tools to track the real-time condition of components. They
are equipped with simple counters. The TCMS of the Dosto2010 receives the data from
these counters but does not process it.
For our investigation within the scope of WP6 we chose three components in task 6.1 to take
a closer look at for their CBM potential. The objective was to find proof for optimization
potential of the current maintenance/overhaul intervals through implementation of a CBM
approach.
Currently the components are maintained according to a maintenance plan based on the
preventive maintenance approach. There are fixed intervals which are based on:
▪
▪
▪
▪

maintenance and operating experience
specifications of suppliers
calculations
customer feedback

With the CBM approach we would like to derive a condition-based rule for the respective
maintenance/overhaul activity to optimize and expand the fixed interval of the preventive
maintenance plan and thus try to find a more realistic interval according to the actual wear
that could be implemented into the maintenance plan. The integration of the interval
optimization would constitute an amendment of the maintenance plan. Since the trains are
operating in Germany the amendment would be implemented according to DIN 27201-1
considering VO(EU) 402/2013 Common Methods for Risk Assessment (CSM-RA).
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5.3.2 Organisational structure
For the tasks the following organisation structure with the mentioned functionalities were
involved:
▪
▪
▪
▪

BT Maintenance & Field Engineering: Preparation/Support for data collection as well as data
analysis and maintenance plan implementation
DB Regio AG Instandhaltung (Maintenance) Rostock: Data collection
BT Documentation & Training: Support for data collection and analysis as well as maintenance
plan implementation
BT Customer Documentation Projects/ System Engineering &
Reliability/Availability/Maintainability: Verification and implementation of findings into
maintenance plan

▪

Data Scientists Employees Open Call University of Huddersfield, Institute of Railway Research.
Data analysis, pattern recognition, machine learning

5.3.3 Safety plan
Detailed description of the whole planned process to implement a CBM use cases into the
maintenance plan is outlined in the Safety Plan based on the general approach outlined in
the introductory chapter above. Please refer to the document “Annex 2_Safety
Plan_BT_Dosto2010.pdf “in the chapter Annexes.
Please note that this safety plan was created based on the investigations we made within
the scope of tasks 6.3.2/6.4.2 and 6.5.2 which have the TRL3.
5.3.4 Investigation & field data analysis
5.3.4.1 Selected data for WP6
The components and the data we wanted to check as well as the respective objective and
the tool we used for data extraction are listed in the table below:
Component
Line circuit breaker

Measure
Monitoring of
operating
time/cycles

Tool
Data logger

Objective
Optimize
maintenance/
overhaul interval

Door system

Monitoring of door
cycles and operating
time

Data logger

Optimize
maintenance/
overhaul interval

Air compressing unit

Monitoring of
operating time

Data logger

Optimize
maintenance/
overhaul interval

Table 7: Overview of examined components Dosto2010
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Error messages for the doors frequently appear which results in a decreased availability of
the vehicles. Thus, the door system was chosen to be considered during our investigation.
The data was collected with the support of the DB workshop in Rostock. Bombardier
programmed a data logger which enables reading out the counters of the chosen
components. The data collection was scheduled for 6 months. In close collaboration and
communication with SMaRTE partner Huddersfield the collected data was shared and
analysed in order to find patterns that might reveal potential for a maintenance or overhaul
interval optimization.
5.3.4.2 Problems with collecting/ understanding of data
The collection and analysis of the data was intended to take 2 years (starting with the data
collection from month 2 to 6 and the data analysis from month 5 to 28). Due to
organisational and legal issues the data collection and analysis started later than scheduled
in the Grant Agreement. Effectively Bombardier was able to collect data from month 15 on
(December 2018) and starting the collaboration with the University of Huddersfield for
analysis from this point on as well. Another problem was that the Dosto2010 vehicles are
not equipped with sensors or other tools to fully track all activities of components in detail
but with simple counters. The data of the counters is not processed by the TCMS so far. The
counters of the selected components have to be read out and analysed manually. An
implementation of a way to process the available data would be possible but needs more
time. With this implementation the hardware would need to be adapted as well, e.g. the
BUS needs to be optimized for larger data traffic.
If the data would be processed by the TCMS a CBM process could be established. Based on
the received signals the TCMS could calculate the necessary parameters which are sent over
MCG to the wayside. Each counter would be associated with a predefined maximum value.

Figure 23 CBM process
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When the maximum value is reached, the diagnostic system would generate a message to
report the maintenance work. The maintainer would receive a notification to perform the
necessary maintenance work. Since the establishment and testing of the described CBM
process was not possible for our investigation we aimed to find out which parameters and
values are needed to be able to establish the basis for a process as described above for
Dosto2010 vehicles that could lead to a maintenance or overhaul interval optimization.
Another problem was the quantity of the data. The data was manually collected every two
months from 10 Dosto2010 vehicles over a period of 6 months. The analysis showed that the
quantity of the collected data is too little. Only a small outtake of the lifetime of a
component can be made visible in the analysis. Due to this reason we can only make
assumptions and derive suggestions from them for further CBM research as well as possible
outcomes.
5.3.4.3 Analysing tools/ methods
5.3.4.3.1 Doors
The data we received for the doors look like shown below:

Figure 24 Example of data collected for doors
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The hypothesis of the analysis is that the door opening time will be correlated with the
numbers of door openings. However, we do not have enough data to examine if there is a
common pattern in the case of every door. To obtain a big sample size it is reasonable to
assumed that:
1. All doors are identical and used equally in the same environment. In this case we treat all
doors as a single door but have multiple sample data in its life
2. There are some exceptions in the data set, so the model will fit most data samples but
not all
All received data files were exported pre-processed before plotting them in a graph. The graph
below shows all pairs of DoorOpeningTimes (cycles the door opens and closes) and the
accumulated DoorWorkTime (the time it takes the door to open and close in seconds). There
are two set of doors, new and old. From the chart, it can be seen that we do not know the
DoorWorkTime when the door has opened between 20000 and 30000 times. But overall, we
can see the trend that a door takes longer to open when it is older.

Figure 25 DoorWork counts over the opening times
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At first we tried to fit a linear model in the graph. The dots at the bottom (accumulated
DoorWorkTime < 25000s) were discarded; and secondly, the dots were grouped into two
sets (DoorOpenings < 20000 and DoorOpenings > 30000).

Figure 26 Actual linear model of door data
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By applying linear regression two groups of data two lines were created. The course of the
two lines is not what we expected to see. What we expected to see was that the two lines
run similar to the figure below.

Figure 27 Expected linear model of door data
When the data of door is uploaded, it is very obvious that there are some data missing. We
assume that the analysis of door opening should be similar as in figure 27 if we have missed
data. The cause of the unexpected outcome is that we do not have the sufficient quantity of
the data as well as some quality issues. In figure 27, we could see the difference of door
opening time over the operations of door. And the threshold of this change can be
calculated from the data. In this case, it is around 12000 times, which means after door is
opened 12000 times, there is an obvious change in door opening time.
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So secondly, we tried some non-linear model. Since we lack sufficient quantity of data, we
randomly inserted additional data points (blue points). Resulting from this the Logistic
Regression Model looks like shown below:

Figure 28 Actual linear model of door data
This looked better to fit with the data. The result shows that with each time the door opens
it spends longer time to fully open. For example, the first time, it takes T seconds to open;
the second time, it takes x% longer time to fully open, i.e. (1+x%) T and so on. We assume
the x% is a constant during the lifetime of the door. However, the increase of the opening
time is too tiny to be observed, and the increase can only be measured in an accumulated
approach that (DoorWorkTime) - WorkTime is a sum of nth opening time. After simplifying
the mathematical equation, it seems to be logistic regression.
With more data available a more precise Logistic Regression Model could be created where
a clear point marks the opening time taking even longer than before like shown in figure 27.
This result could then be interpreted that after xx cycles or after xx seconds of
DoorWorkTime the door needs to be maintained or overhauled.
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5.3.4.3.2 Line Circuit Breaker
The counter for the line circuit breaker only shows the number of cycles during the 6 months
of monitoring. The counter only delivers the data how many cycles the line circuit breaker
was turned on and off as well as how long it the cycle of being turned on lasted in seconds.

Figure 29 Example of data collected for line circuit breaker
The analysis on the counters of main switch is shown in the figure below.

Figure 30 Counter analysis line circuit breaker
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Each data file of main switch contains a single value therefore we only know the range of the
counters is from 3 to 7438. It does not show an interesting pattern for any faults/failures.
5.3.4.3.3 Air compressing unit
The counter for the air compressing unit only shows the number of cycles during the 6
months of monitoring. The counter only delivers the data how many cycles air compressing
unit was performing and how long the cycle of performance lasted in seconds.

Figure 31 Example of data collected for air compressing unit
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Similar to the analysis of the line circuit breaker, the data files provide limited information of
the operation of the component. Therefore, it does not show an interesting pattern for any
faults/failures as well.

Figure 32 Counter analysis air compressing unit
5.3.4.4 Findings
Due to the short investigation period we were not able to obtain precise findings for the
selected components. For this reason, our described findings are on the one hand compiled
based on assumptions on the further behaviour of the investigated components and on the
other hand in form of suggestions how more valid and precise findings could be achieved
after a longer investigation period. Nevertheless, CBM potential for the chosen components
can be found and investigations could be intensified to find out or verify which parameters
and values are needed to be able to establish the basis for a CBM process.
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5.3.4.4.1 Doors
Due to the short data collection period and the quantity of data the ageing process of a door
cannot be seen. Therefore, we assumed that doors with more door openings
(DoorOpenings) are slower in opening and closing (DoorWorkTime) because the mechanical
components wear off. In figure 28 we can only see an extract of the door´s lifetime that
proves our assumption. With more door openings the doors open slower. To determine the
point at which the door motor is close to failure we would need more data to complete the
graph to see at which point the doors have a severe performance drop. This would mark
after how many cycles and seconds the door motor needs to be maintained or even replaced
depending on the how much the performance decreased after this point. Based on this
knowledge a situation could be calculated so in case the TCMS system receives the
information that the door takes 4 seconds to open or close to exceed 12000 cycles
(depending on which scenario will materialize earlier) a warning can be given to the
maintainer to check on the door and replace the door motor. This prevents a malfunction of
the door and will increase the reliability and availability. In our investigation we assumed
that all doors are used equally and that they operate under constant environmental factors.
But in reality, some doors are used more often than others and the environmental factors
are changing (weather, surrounding). Therefore, the finding for one project cannot be
automatically used for the same vehicle that is operated in e.g. a different country.
5.3.4.4.2 Line Circuit breaker
The data files provide limited information of the operation of the component. So, no findings
can be derived from the analysis.
5.3.4.4.3 Air compressing unit
The data files provide limited information of the operation of the component. So, no findings
can be derived from the analysis.
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5.3.4.5 Derived rules for maintenance tasks
Based on our findings we cannot derive rules for the maintenance tasks, but we can propose
suggestions which rules could be derived from findings that could result from research
conducted over a longer period:
5.3.4.5.1 Door
According to the current maintenance plan the door motor is only replaced in case of failure.
To prevent a breakdown from happening the door motor will be replaced even before the
breakdown occurs and thus will increase the reliability. Furthermore, maintenance intervals
could be revised up- or downwards for individual vehicles depending on the actual wear of
the door motor, e.g. depending on the DoorWorkTime the door motor needs to be
maintained after larger consecutive intervals. For the doors’ maintenance plan a derived rule
could be implemented in two ways:
1. The counters of the pivotable sliding doors need to be read out, recorded and analysed
with every maintenance step assigned. If the DoorWorkTime is smaller than xx s or the
DoorOpening is smaller than x cycles the maintenance work can proceed as usual. If the
DoorWorkTime reaches the limit of xx s or x cycles the door motor needs to be replaced.
2. The data of the door counters is analysed by TCMS. If the DoorWorkTime reaches the limit
of x s or x cycles a warning is issued. During maintenance it needs to be checked if the
warning was issued. If this is the case the door motor needs to be replaced. If the warning
does not appear the parts can be maintained as usual.
To define this limit value a more precise analysis over a longer time is necessary.
5.3.4.5.2 Line Circuit Breaker
Due to the lack of findings no rules can be derived in the context of WP6. In the sub-chapter
5.3.6 a thinkable modification of the maintenance plan is described if further research is
done.
5.3.4.5.3 Air compressing unit
Due to the lack of findings no rules can be derived in the context of WP6. In the sub-chapter
5.3.6 a thinkable modification of the maintenance plan is described if further research is
done.
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5.3.5 Supervision and validation of the rules for maintenance
To further supervise and validate our findings to be suitable for a maintenance plan
modification the responsible Bombardier Transportation System Engineering and the
Reliability/Availability/Maintainability division. The Reliability/Availability/Maintainability
division validates the feasibility and the system engineering works out the technical
implementation in case the working schedule will be adapted. The modified maintenance
plan can be used for few selected vehicles for 2 years. During this time more data could be
collected and it can be proven that the performance targets and safety requirement are met.
The selected vehicles will be monitored closely to avoid additional safety risks. In case the
performance targets and safety requirement are not met, the tested maintenance plan
needs to be reassessed. If the requirements are met the findings out of the collected data
can be implemented as well. Experts from system engineering that were not involved in the
maintenance plan modification will finally declare the suitability of the modification to be
implemented for the whole vehicle fleet. Then the maintenance plan can be set into force.
During further 2 years the realisation of the modified maintenance plan for the whole fleet
should be monitored again to confirm its effectiveness. This validation can be performed on
the entire fleet or a representative sample of the fleet. The whole steps of the creation and
modification process of the maintenance plan will be recorded into a justification file
according to prEN 17023:2016.
5.3.6 Working out modified maintenance plan
Based on our findings and the derived rules the maintenance plan could be modified as
described below. Please note that since the Dosto2010 trains are only operating in Germany
the maintenance program is only available in German. Due to this reason the proposed
modifications will be written in German on the graphics but described in English in the
explanation. On the graphics the changes are highlighted in red:
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5.3.6.1 In general
To implement the derived rules from our investigation first the index of maintenance steps
(basic maintenance) of the maintenance program and the index of maintenance measures
needs to be expanded by the maintenance steps “cycles and time factor (CBM)” for the
doors, “switching cycles (CBM)” for the line circuit breaker and “counter (CBM)” for the air
compressing unit:

Figure 33 Added maintenance steps for index maintenance measures
They belong to the category condition based. These maintenance steps are only applicable
for the components we considered during our investigation regarding CBM potential.
Furthermore, the index for work due at maintenance step needs to be expanded as well by
the maintenance steps introduced above:

Figure 34 Added maintenance steps for index work due at maintenance step
The work due at the added maintenance step would be valid for the following maintenance
measures:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Maintain pivotable sliding door (22)
Replace motor of pivotable sliding door (25)
Maintain line circuit breaker (125)
Replace line circuit breaker (126)
Maintain air compressing unit (175)
Replace compressor of air compressing unit (219)

Figure 35 Maintenance measures valid for added maintenance steps
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5.3.6.2 Doors
For the maintenance plan of the pivotable sliding door (AA-No.: R 1310.T011, Version 3.00 &
R 1310.T014, Version 0.03) the following modifications could be implemented according to
our findings.
The maintenance steps will be expanded by the maintenance step “cycles and time factor
(CBM)”.

Figure 36 Added maintenance step “Maintain/Replace pivotable sliding door”
For the maintenance work of R 1310.T011 and R 1310.T014 the maintenance step will be
added as well.

Figure 37 Added maintenance step “Replace pivotable sliding door”
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For maintenance work number 4 of maintenance instruction R 1310.T011 the maintenance
work content could be complemented either by “check on CBM warning” or “read out
counter of pivotable sliding door” depending on the way chosen for the implementation of
the derived rule. Furthermore, the quality requirements could be either complemented by
“CBM warning: DoorWorkTime increased (DoorWorkTime > xx ms) or “Counter analysis:
DoorWorkTime > xx ms”. In the field additional information “If DoorWorkTime > xx ms
replace door motor according to R 1310.T014 version 0.03” could be inserted.

Figure 38 Added content to maintenance work no. 4 “Maintain pivotable sliding door”
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5.3.6.3 Line Circuit Breaker
For the maintenance plan of the line circuit breaker (AA-No.: F 3210.T005, Version 2.00 & F
3210.T006, Version 1.00) the following modifications could be implemented after further
research with significant findings has been done.
The maintenance steps will be expanded by the maintenance step “switching cycles (CBM)”.

Figure 39 Added maintenance step “Maintain/replace line circuit breaker”
For the maintenance work of F 3210.T005 and F 3210.T006 the maintenance step will be
added as well.

Figure 40 Added maintenance step “Replace line circuit breaker”
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For maintenance work number 9 of maintenance instruction F 3210.T005 the maintenance
work content could be complemented by “check on CBM warning”. The field additional
information could be expanded by “If CBM warning issues switching cycles > xx a remedy
text will appear. The line circuit breaker needs to be replaced according to maintenance
instruction F 3210.T006 version 1.00”.

Figure 41 Added content to maintenance work no. 9 “Maintain line circuit breaker”
5.3.6.4 Air compressing unit
For the maintenance plan of the line circuit breaker (AA-No.: F 6100.T001, Version 3.00 & F
6100.T007, Version 0.03) the following modifications could be implemented after further
research with significant findings has been done.
The maintenance steps will be expanded by the maintenance step “Counter (CBM)”.

Figure 42 Added maintenance step “Maintain/replace air compressing unit”
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For the maintenance work of F 6100.T001 and F 6100.T007 the maintenance step will be
added as well.

Figure 43 Added maintenance step “Replace air compressing unit”
For the maintenance work it would be necessary to add an intermediate step between the
current maintenance work number 1 and 2 of F 6100.T001. The current maintenance work
number 2 would become number 3. The content of the added maintenance work number 2
could be comprehended by “Read out cycles of the counter of the air compressing unit”. The
quality requirements could be supplemented by “xx cycles should not be exceeded”. In the
field additional information, the content “If counter exceeds xx cycles the compressor needs
to be replaced according to F 6100.T007 version 0.03” could be added.

Figure 44 Added content to maintenance work “Maintain air compressing unit”
5.3.7 Beneficial effect of CBM implementation into maintenance plan
With the use of a CBM approach for maintenance the reliability of the Dosto2010 vehicles
could be increased due to less failures of components in operation if they are maintained or
overhauled in time. Furthermore, LLC can be reduced due to the period extension between
maintenance steps.
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5.4 WP6 CBM use case for high speed EMU
5.4.1 Piloting modifications of maintenance plan
For the investigation of a CBM use case for high speed EMU the BR403, also called ICE3, built
by a Consortium of Siemens and Bombardier and being operated by DB was chosen. The
purpose of the investigation is to find out the potential for the CBM implementation. The
ICE3 trains and coaches are equipped with sensors to track the real-time condition of
components. The transmission of these data from the RDA box to the landside is activated
and we selected -for the purpose of this project - data with the period of one year.
For our investigation within the scope of WP6 we chose three components in task 6.1 to take
a closer look at their CBM potential. The objective was to find proof for optimization of the
current maintenance/overhaul intervals through implementation of a CBM approach.
Currently the components are maintained according to a maintenance plan based on the
preventive maintenance approach. There are fixed intervals which are based on:
▪
▪
▪
▪

maintenance and operating experience
specifications of suppliers
calculations
customer feedback

With the CBM approach we would like to derive a condition-based rule for the respective
maintenance/overhaul activity to optimize the fixed interval of the preventive maintenance
plan and thus try to find a condition based interval according to the actual wear that could
be implemented into the maintenance plan. The integration of this optimization would
constitute an amendment of the maintenance plan. Since the trains are operating in
Germany the amendment would be implemented according to DIN 27201-1 considering
VO(EU) 402/2013 Common Methods for Risk Assessment (CSM-RA).
5.4.2 Organisational structure
For the above-mentioned tasks, the following organizational structures were involved:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Vehicle specialists: Specialists from the ICE3 type support team from Siemens Mobility GmbH
und Vehicle specialists from the manufacturer Siemens
Maintenance Specialists: Experts from the depot from DB Fernverkehr AG and from Siemens
Mobility GmbH
Specialists for Data gathering and transmission: Specialists Fleet management, Consulting,
Digitalization Specialists of Siemens Mobility GmbH
Specialists for Data Science: Experts from the Open Call University of Huddersfield, Institute of
Railway Research.
Specialists for ECM1 und ECM2 from Siemens Mobility GmbH
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5.4.3 Safety plan
A detailed description of the whole planned process to implement a CBM use cases into the
maintenance plan is outlined in the Safety Plan based on the general approach outlined in
the introductory chapter above. Please refer to the document “Annex 3_Safety
Plan_Siemens_ICE3.pdf “in the chapter Annexes. Please note that this safety plan was
created based on the investigations we made within the scope of tasks 6.3.2/6.4.2 and 6.5.2
which have the TRL3.
5.4.4 Investigation & field data analysis
Modern rolling stock are equipped with on-board diagnostic systems that continuously
generate operational data. The system has what can be described as an event-driven
architecture. It is programmed to record fault diagnostics information efficiently. Typically,
diagnostic information is used retrospectively when the vehicle is called for maintenance
actions; however, if the data can be accessed on-board, the vehicle could feasibly be used to
predict an impending failure within sufficient response time to allow remedial action to be
planned before the event becomes terminal.
Off-train monitoring configurations have significantly different hardware and programming
characteristics to those of on-train systems. Data capture and processing is usually
implemented in a manner very specific to the component being monitored. Sensors,
microcontrollers, sampling frequencies, duty cycles, memory and data extraction are all
designed to monitor the condition being observed. Power, in these circumstances, is usually
limited enforcing stringent data transmission and power supply constraints.
On-train monitoring systems, as previously mentioned, are event based with differing
operational constraints. Power is not usually a limited commodity but other parts of the
monitoring system, such as memory and sensory data, can be limited due to the wide range
of vehicle systems being observed. The on-train diagnostic system is capable of capture over
5000 diagnostic codes that, in combination, are simultaneously gathering operational data
on a wide range of the vehicle systems from the traction and braking system to the air
conditioning unit. This puts time and memory limitation on the recorded events. The severity
of an event will dictate how the system records the data. In building a data-driven prognostic
early warning system it is essential to understand the inherent time series patterns around
the collection of the event data output from the on-train diagnostic system.
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Figure 45 Useful variables from event logs

5.4.4.1 Selected data for WP6
The observed diagnostic data contains several parameters that are collected when an event
is triggered. The train event recorder attaches 34 of these parameters to each failure event.
To develop a usable data structure, a small subset of parameters such as the fleet and
vehicle designation, the event failure code, timestamp and other useful parameters were
mapped to the diagnostic data architecture shown in figure 45 above. The combination of
event data and mapping of the diagnostic data architecture delivers actionable structure to
the event codes based on domain knowledge contained in the diagnostic data architecture
itself.
As discussed in the introduction, the structure of the diagnostic information has an
architecture designed to be used retrospectively. In normal operation, the events occur
while the vehicle is in operation between depots. The data collected in normal operation is
specified as a parameter in the diagnostic report and attributed the value of 1 for ‘mode of
operation’ operational mode. A value of 2 in ‘mode of operation’ column indicates that the
vehicle is in diagnostic mode, which generally occurs during a maintenance or system testing
activity. When the vehicle arrives into the depot the information is downloaded. At this time
the data is used to determine the likely cause of failure. For on-train system data, filtering
out when the vehicle is in some form of diagnostic mode (e.g. within the depot rather than
in operation) allows large quantities of data to be removed from the analysis and
subsequent prediction methods.
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In the case of the system encountering a threshold breach, a subsystem event triggers
recording of specific environment variables. The threshold of these variables is continuously
monitored by the diagnostic system which might include the measuring of pressure,
temperature, vibration or any other physical quantity so that the information is preserved
for future fault diagnosis. This feature is a pattern or programmed behaviour of the
diagnostic system that can be employed to determine the severity of the failure code and to
forecast future failure events. An example from the braking subsystem is shown in figure 46
below.

Figure 46 Diagnostic System Behaviour Pattern
The maintenance response classification, at the centre of figure 45, is assigned to each
failure code specified within the data architecture and will typically be based on Root Cause
Analysis (RCA) or Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) of the system/component as
identified during the design of the diagnostic system. In the diagnostic data architecture, the
description of the maintenance response classification the two categories are: Maintenance
Premium Standing (MP1) and Maintenance Schedule Volatile (MP2); the first carries a
greater warning severity due to its consequences to impact the vehicle operation directly
and the second category is a lower severity impacting the maintenance schedule on
intermittent basis. This categorisation, along with the environment variable, can be used to
prepare for and deal with failures on the arrival of the vehicle during the next depot visit. At
the time the event occurs shortly after a period of assessment by the prediction algorithms,
if prior warning is delivered to the depot with sufficient information about the failure, it is
possible the depot could respond to the event in a proactive manner rather than the current
reactive method.
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5.4.4.1.1 Fleet Depot Visits by ‘Finally Broken’ Diagnostic Codes
The diagnostic data architecture provides a severity value for each event code based on the
importance from a maintenance perspective or safety risk. These codes have a value from 1
to 6; with 1 being most severe and 6 being the least important in terms of maintenance
action. The two categories, discussed above, exist in the diagnostic data architecture
mapped to each code. This is useful as it can be used to classify the data and attribute a
severity to the code and its occurrence in time.
The components and the data checked as well as the respective objective and the tool used
for data extraction are listed in the below table:
Component
Breaks

Measure
Diagnosis data and
environmental data

Tool
Data Hub

Objective
Optimize
maintenance

HVAC

Diagnosis data and
environmental data

Data Hub

Optimize
maintenance

ASG fan and battery

Diagnosis data and
environmental data

Data Hub

Optimize
maintenance

Table 8: Overview of examined components BR403
The data is getting downloaded from the vehicle with the RDA box installed on the train. For
the purpose of this project one year of data has been selected and loaded through the
existing ‘Data Hub’ of Siemens. This is an IT infrastructure component to process all kind of
files downloaded from any train that is connected. For processing a ‘projectisation file’ is
necessary which contains all diagnosis codes and environmental data codes from the trains.
This processing happens in the Railigent® cloud from Siemens Mobility GmbH. After this step
has been competed the data can be used by accessing the cloud environment.
In close collaboration and communication with SMaRTE partner Huddersfield the collected
data was shared and analysed in order to find patterns that might reveal potential for a
maintenance optimization.
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5.4.4.2 Problems with collecting/ understanding of data
It is difficult and complex to understand and study the whole data due to IP restrictions on
the documentation. Besides, this documentation is not always available, or it is not very
concise documented (such as different label sensor names). Another hurdle was that the
operator of the train is different from the manufacturer and for this reason it was difficult to
understand connections between failure codes, the frequency of failures and which of those
were the reason for the train to come into the depot. For example, the data for one
diagnose code is likely to have a relation with other diagnose codes. To cluster them is very
complex and demands specific domain knowledge.
Thus, the techniques used to explore the data had the focus to find the best indicators of the
system condition without specific domain knowledge from the diagnose codes.
5.4.4.3 Analysing tools/ methods
Data-driven methods can incorporate a range of methods, from programming to statistical
analysis, to machine learning and artificial neural networks. These methods can be applied
to the data collected by the on-train diagnostic system. In order to apply supervised machine
learning methods, known failure data is essential (e.g. the occurrence of event codes that
have resulted in maintenance activities). Figure 47 shows the number of depot visits on the
y-axis for vehicles in the fleet with maintenance history for the selected ‘finally broken’
codes. The number of system codes that the vehicles were called in for are shown by the
three colours in the legend. In terms of severity level, mentioned above, these codes have a
severity value of greater than or equal to 2.

Figure 47 Fleet Depot Maintenance Visits by Diagnostic Code
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For the subset of ‘finally broken’ codes, it can be seen that the air condition (AC) subsystem
accounts for the majority of the depot visits with traction and braking systems less affected
when the entire fleet is considered. However, some vehicles can be seen to have very low
depot visits in total. Provided sufficient operational data is available, a vehicle with no depot
visits can be considered as working within normal operation and be used in what is known as
unsupervised learning methods where good condition data is used to teach the system to
recognise when the vehicle is running well. Therefore, when the method sees new data
which is different to the data it was shown previously, it recognises it as being abnormal.
In data-driven techniques such as machine and deep learning the quality and quantity of
data is of upmost importance. Alongside the diagnostic data and its mapping to a structured
architecture, it is important to have failure data that shows good correlation with abnormal
system behaviour. The mapped diagnostic data, cross correlated with the depot visits is
shown in figure 48 for the braking, traction and AC subsystems. Approximately 360 event
codes are associated with these three subsystems. The dimensionality of the data with these
many codes is prohibitively high. Methods to reduce the dimensionality using principle
component analysis are common in machine learning methods. They allow predictor
variables to be selected that give good responses to training of the classifiers. However,
these methods behave well in structured data with constant sampling and continuous
monitoring of physical quantities. In contrast, the vehicle diagnostic system records events in
a random, non-linear manner dependant on the breach of installed thresholds. Figure 48
shows the results from a detection algorithm designed to extract all mutually coherent codes
in terms of temporal distance for the ‘finally broken’ code subset. The detection algorithm
extracts a reduced code set allowing meaningful pattern recognition and feature selection to
be implemented before building a recurrent neural network to predict the occurrence of
future failure events.
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Figure 48 Root Cause Analysis for Depot Visits
The number of event codes directly evidenced to depot reported failures are significant and
will inform many validation datasets to train the system to recognize, in real-time,
impending failures for all the subsystems characterized. It is likely that if more subsystems,
preferably all, are included in the analysis it will show greater visibility of the vehicle
behavior and links between subsystem can be discovered.
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5.4.4.3.1 Building Feed Forward Neural Networks
Machines can be taught to recognize patterns by feeding forward information about the
relationship between the inputs to the outputs through hidden layers of neurons, seen in
the left-hand illustration in figure 49. The human brain is a pattern recognition machine built
on a huge natural neural network. Humans can learn from new information by adjusting the
strength of neural connections. Critically, the human brain does not observe a pattern and
then forget it, it stores it and uses the information in a feedback network; the right-hand
illustration, in figure 49, describes how this behavior is built up with deeply connected
hidden layers.

Figure 49 Feed Forward Neural Networks
In an artificial neural network, the connections are assigned numeric values, known as
weight, to achieve a desired outcome. Each neuron is connected to every neuron in the
previous layer. The strength of the connection between two neurons is given by the numeric
weight value.
𝑋2 = 𝑓(𝑤22 𝑥2 + 𝑤12 𝑥1 + 𝑏2 )
The value passed to the neuron being calculated is done by taking all the value of the
neurons in the previous layer and multiplying them by the appropriate weights and summing
the results. The sum plus an extra offset, known as the bias, is passed to the input of a
function known as the transfer function for that layer. The output shown in the equation
above is passed to the next neuron. This process is repeated for all the neurons in a layer
and then again for the next layer.
The weights, biases and transfer functions determine how inputs are transferred outputs.
Feed forward neural networks are useful for predictive supervised learning problems where
the goal is to map a given set of inputs to a given set of outputs.
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5.4.4.3.2 Long Short-Term Memory Networks
As discussed previously the human brain does not discard learnt information only to relearn
from it. It stores the information building on what was learnt and only discards useless
information.

Figure 50 Recurrent Neural Networks
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks, shown in Figure 48, are a type of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN). To achieve a robust prediction of future failure events a LSTM
network that remembers long-term dependencies was found to be beneficial with diagnostic
data.
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5.4.4.4 Findings
The LSTM RNN is used on the time series event data from the braking system for a code with
maintenance priority severity level 1. A sequence-to-sequence method recalculating the
prediction at each iteration was found to leverage the most robust outcome for the
prediction.

Figure 51 Long Short-Term Memory Network Implementation

Figure 52 Full Results of LSTM Network Performance
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Figure 51 and figure 52 show the output from the LSTM network implementation. The
graphs show the observed and forecasted values from the RNN. The y-axis shows the
accumulated time a code was active high. The calculated error as Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) in the lower plot. With more development and through validation with continuous
data it is anticipated the prediction of future events could give pre-warning of failure events
some 50-75 percent earlier than those currently seen from maintenance actions performed
in response to current methods.
5.4.4.5 Derived rules for maintenance tasks
The implementation of the predictive maintenance scheduling will require the periodic
access to the data from the on-train diagnostic system. The most reliable method will be to
have a microcontroller on-board the train that would have continuous access to the
diagnostic data with access to the vehicle operational data such as speed, distance and GPS
channels.

Figure 53 Conceptual Maintenance Planning Implementation
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During normal operation, the vehicle may experience a failure event. For example, an
example scenario can be seen in figure 53, if this failure event is detected between depot C
and Depot B going in an anti-clockwise direction and the event happens within 24 hours of
leaving depot C shown as MP1 in red on the illustration. Furthermore, If the assumed time
between depot visits is 3 days and if the high severity failure warning (‘Finally Broken’ MP1
code) is reported by the vehicle, it will be 48 hours away from depot B. With the proposed
prediction methods, it is anticipated that informed decision could be made as to the nature
of the failure and severity according the diagnostic data architecture. It can be seen that
there could be sufficient time to prepare depot B with the necessary resources, spare parts
etc to deal with the failure symptoms in a proactive manner to reduce cost of maintenance,
rather than the higher cost associated with unscheduled corrective maintenance.
5.4.5 Working out modified maintenance plan
Based on the existing maintenance plan we identified all activities related to the selected
components. The selected activities in the maintenance plan are listed below. Please note
that this train has been built in a cooperation of Bombardier and Siemens and is operated
and maintained by DB (Deutsche Bahn). For this reason, the existing maintenance plan is in
German language.
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Figure 54 Extract maintenance plan ICE3
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Based on our findings and the derived rules the maintenance plan could be modified as
described below. In the Screenshot one additional maintenance step has been added called
‘CBM’, Condition Based Maintenance. For all selected components the modified plan will
look like this. To be considered is the fact that this project had to reach TRL3 which means
that this modified plan has not been validated or verified.
For all identified potential CBM tasks the relevant diagnostic codes triggering a depot visit
need to be gathered and analysed with the above-mentioned method.
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Figure 55 Possible way of modifying maintenance plan ICE3
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5.4.6 Beneficial effect of CBM implementation into maintenance plan
The integration of this CBM activities should result in a significant reduction of corrective
maintenance. This again will lead to an increased availability of the rolling stock assets and
furthermore to an improvement of the passenger experience.
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5.5 WP6 CBM use case for suburban EMU trains
5.5.1 Piloting modifications of maintenance plan
This use case has been founded on suburban EMU trains, specifically Euskotren’s Series S900
EMU trains. These vehicles have two motor cars (M1 and M2) and two trailer cars (R1 and
R2) conforming a configuration like the one shown in the following figure:

Figure 56 Euskotren Series S900 car composition
It is noteworthy that, despite the fact of having four target systems to be analysed within
this use case (HVAC, traction inverters, traction brake choppers and traction motors), the
HVAC system has been targeted as priority since the operator (Euskotren) has a special
interest on it. This is why all the efforts in this project have been prioritised for this
subsystem.
The main goal of this use case then is to provide a condition-based (predictive) maintenance
solution for the HVAC system of Euskotren’s Series S900 vehicles. This implies that, once
defined, tested and validated this use case, the maintenance plan of the Series S900 of
Euskotren could be adapted to include these CBM techniques in the different tasks that
check the status of the different subsystems (and which so far have been done through
visual or physical inspections, for example).
5.5.2 Organisational structure
The organisational structure participating and contributing in this use case have been the
following:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Project management: Provided by NEM Solutions
Data analysis: Provided by NEM Solutions and the University of Huddersfield
Series S900 vehicle specialist: Provided by CAF
Project engineer for the maintenance plan modification: Provided by CAF

5.5.3 Safety plan
The safety plan for this use case has been founded on the description that can be found in
the introductory chapter above (chapter 5.1.6.3 “Setting up the safety plan”). Please refer to
it for further information.
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5.5.4 Investigation & field data analysis
5.5.4.1 Selected data for WP6
The information analysed in the use case has been extracted from the Multifunction Vehicle
Bus (MVB) of specific vehicles. The MVB is a communication bus where all connected train
systems pour their information and state condition, such as the heating, ventilating and airconditioning systems (HVAC), the traction inverters, the traction brake choppers or the
traction motors. All these systems can present several failures modes over their entire
lifecycle which may result in service affecting issues, and this is why they were initially
chosen as target subsystems within this use case, which aim is to improve their maintenance
plan applying a condition-based maintenance approach.
In total, over 7000 variables are available to be collected within the MVB of these vehicles
but, according to a study on the relevance of data, only 566 variables were targeted as of
interest for the purpose of this study.
Furthermore, three groups of data circulate across the data bus (MVB): analogue operational
data (temperatures, efforts, pressures…), digital data (status and diagnosis/alarm data), and
contextual data (weights, external temperatures, speed, PLC Orders…).
Based on the idea that the lessons learned from a single asset can be extrapolated to other
assets, the vehicle UT-911 has been selected and analysed as reference throughout this use
case. The existence of a specific work order (maintenance or repair request) has been the
main reason of choosing this train as target as it is the most significant maintenance order
up to this stage. The specific work order is the one with code 4375974:
WO
DESCRIPTION
DATE
4375974 HVAC M1 CAB DOES NOT HEAT 12-02
Table 9: HVAC´s target work order
The work order reports a failure in the M1 car. Therefore, only the data from this car has
been used for the study.
This dataset contains analogue and discrete data variables but only the analogues ones have
been studied in this first stage. As a result, only 9 variables have been used instead of 25
available HVAC variables in the M1 car.
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5.5.4.2 Problems with collecting/ understanding of data
The data preparation process is represented in the following figure. This step is one of the
most important parts of the data mining process. It aims to collect, clean and transform data
into an understandable and useful structure for further use.

Figure 57 (a) Data collection and (b) Cleansing process
The large amount of data and its different acquisition periods have considerably hampered
the work of data collection.
At the first stage project, very little data has been collected, thus, all data from the train
units and their subsystems has been collected together. However, as more data was
incoming, this way of collecting data has turned out nonviable. Firstly, because of the system
performance, both memory use and computation time have started running beyond
reasonable limits. Secondly, because of the large size of the files undermined (their storage
has turned very costly).
Execution time measurements have helped to identify the performance problem. Two main
issues were present: the code was not optimized and the data collection consumed a big
part of the time.
The first issue has been solved thanks to functionals. Functionals act as replacements for
loops, which can be slow and not very expressive. Functionals help to encapsulate and to
better understand common data manipulation tasks like split-apply-combine and
mathematical functions.
The second issue has been solved by packing the data by vehicle and subsystem, what has
reduced the file sizes considerably.
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5.5.4.3 Analysing tools/ methods
Condition-based maintenance founded on predictive techniques is based on the information
collected by means of condition monitoring. Long term predictions are necessary for systems
where it is crucial to ensure the operating schedules and to reduce the lifecycle maintenance
costs such as rolling stock. Therefore, implementing effective prognostics methods are
essential.
A basic classification of prediction models is carried out by Schmidt and Wang (2015):

Figure 58 Predictive models classification
Among the data-driven prediction approaches, when no previous knowledge of the system is
available, the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) model is a very attractive computational
learning approach. ANN have powerful forecasting capabilities and result appropriate for
problems with numerous observations, and this is why they have been selected as the base
of the current use case. However, they can also be difficult to tune and it is often difficult to
give a physical meaning to the learned model.
In this project, the cyclic research process based on iteration, depicted in the following
figure, has been followed. The cyclic research process is rooted on the idea of trial and error,
which in turn consists on proposing hypotheses and testing whether they are valid or not, as
well as if they are improving the outcomes.

Figure 59 Cyclic research process
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Four iterations have been carried out in the present project:

Figure 60 Resume of the four iterations
5.5.4.4 Findings
5.5.4.4.1 1st Iteration - Selection of the variable to be modelled
As explained before, the dataset contains analogue and discrete data variables but only the
analogue ones have been studied in this first stage. As a result, only 9 variables have been
used instead of 25 available HVAC variables in the M1 car.
In order to define a data-driven model, the relations among variables have been studied.
These linear and nonlinear relationships have been determined by Pearson Correlation
Coefficient and Mutual Information methods respectively. The objective of this analysis is to
decide which variables are significant for a subsequent analysis.
Conclusions are not immediate due to the lack of linear relationships, but dependence
between the main temperatures (internal, external and set) have been easily recognized.
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The following image shows four pairwise variables for which the Pearson Correlation
suggests the presence of a linear dependence between:
▪
▪
▪

Set Temperature (CabTempObj) and External temperature (CabTempExt)
Internal temperature (CabTempInt) and Set Temperature (CabTempObj)
Train Tour Itinerary (SI_SIV_NItinerary) and Train Stops (SI_SIV_EstActual)

Figure 61 Linear relations
With the goal of finding more relations among the variables, Mutual Information has been
used. As a conclusion, two new variables seem to be related with Internal Temperature:
▪
▪

Car’s weight (PLC_MassM1)
Number of service (SI_SIV_NService)

Concluding, the Internal Temperature has been selected as the variable to be modelled as a
function of the following input variables: car’s weight, service number, itinerary, set
temperature, external temperature and train stop.
Having the variables selected, an ANN has been trained using the Resilient Backpropagation
with Backtracking (Rprop+) algorithm. Several parameters need to be defined in order to
train the network such as the number of neurons and hidden layers, the maximum step size
in the gradient descent (stepmax), a threshold value and the learning rate.
In order to choose the best neural network topology and its best parametrization, several
configurations have been tested:
▪
▪
▪

Hidden layers from 1 to 3
Number of neurons per layer from 5 to 9
Stepmax from 5000 to 25000 with jumps of 5000
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In total there are 125 cases, an example of all combinations is depicted in the following figure:

Figure 62 Best Parametrization cases: (a) 1 Hidden Layer cases, (b) 2 Hidden Layers cases,
(c) 3 Hidden Layers cases
From all the combinations, the configuration with minimum training error has been selected.
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5.5.4.4.2 2nd Iteration – Convergence of the model
Two main tasks have been done in the second iteration. Firstly, a reduction in the number of
observations in order to see if the Rprop+ algorithm convergence is improved. Secondly,
making use of the ELM model which is faster to train than the previously used ANN model.
The training data set has been selected by considering the observations after the work order
once the failure was fixed (part of autumn and all winter, 4 months of observations in total).
By means of the data reduction, Rprop+ succeeded to converge, indicating that the large
number of observations was the causes of the non-convergence. The obtained results are
shown below:

Figure 63 Trained ANN model’s predictions of the Internal Temperature (Cabin M1): (a)
Real (blue) vs Predicted (red) values, (b) Residuals (black line), and time point reporting of
alarms depicted according to the severity (green, orange and red for low, medium and high
severities respectively) and the work order (in blue)
According to the residuals obtained by the ANN, an unusual behaviour is detected from
November 27th on. Two unusual peaks were also detected on November 22nd but the
residual came back to usual values during November 23rd.
On the other hand, the Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) model has been evaluated as
faster alternative to the previous ANN model.
The ELM training algorithm has presented some differences respect to the former ANN
training algorithm (Rprop+). Only the number of neurons need to be defined, being easier
due to its topology parametrization. Four configurations have been compared with 5, 10, 20
and 100 neurons respectively.
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The results obtained by ELM training Algorithm are depicted in the following images:

Figure 64 ELM Algorithm prediction of the Internal Temperature (Cabin M1): (a) Real (blue)
vs Predicted (red) values, (b) Residuals (black line), and time point reporting of with alarms
depicted according to the severity (green, orange and red for low, medium and high
severities respectively) and the work order (in blue)
According to the residuals, an unusual behaviour starts on the 28th of November. The
residuals obtained by the ELM contain a few huge deviations (10 times the larger residual
obtained by the Rprop+) just before the failure report.
As conclusion of this iteration, the selected variables allow to detect the error but just a few
days in advance. Possibly, other variables would need to be added in order to improve the
results. Moreover, the ELM training algorithm is far faster than the Rprop+ showing similar
results.
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5.5.4.4.3 3rd Iteration – Optimization of the model
Considering that the reason of not being able to predict in advance the failures can be due to
the loss of relevant information in the subsampling, three data sampling methods (exact
value, mean and median) have been compared.
Four pairwise variables dependence measures have been used: Pearson Correlation,
Euclidean Distance, Absolute Difference and Mutual Information. The four methods have
been applied to compare the actual variable measurements to the result of the subsampling.
The results obtained are presented below:
1. Pearson Correlation
The Pearson correlation is a measure of the linear dependence between two
variables, giving a value between +1 and −1, where 1 is total positive correlation, 0 is
no correlation, and −1 is total negative correlation.
This correlation does not vary significantly among the three considered sampling
periods. However, there are significant differences when it comes to the competing
subsampling methods. The worst result is obtained with the exact value, especially in
PLC_Mass1 and PLC_Speed cases.
2. Euclidean Distance
The Euclidean Distance is one of the most common measuring metrics and refers to
how far the two variables lie (considered as points in a Euclidean high-dimensional
space). The closer to zero the most similar information the two variables have.
Analogous to the Pearson correlation, the considered acquisition period time is not
relevant. However, the subsampling criterion is.
The distance is larger in exact value cases in practically all the cases, especially in
NService, NItinerary and PLC_Speed variables. Otherwise, mean values have obtained
the best results.
3. Residuals Absolute Difference
Another distance measure that is commonly used due its easiness is the residuals or
remains calculation. The aim of this metric is to know how many points are remaining
or losing in respect to the real values. Thus, the less value is the better result.
The results do not vary within the sampling frequencies.
Nevertheless, there are differences when it comes to exact value, mean and median
samplings. The remain value is larger in exact value cases in practically all the cases
and especially in NService, NItinerary and PLC_Speed cases. Otherwise, median
values have obtained the best results.
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4. Mutual Information
Finally, Mutual Information has been used obtaining similar conclusions to the
previous methods.
Concluding, the exact value is the worst method; a considerable information loss has been
measured in all the cases. Both, the mean and the median methods obtained similar good
results. Thus, the median sampling has been chosen due to its robustness to possible
extreme points (outliers).
Since the sampling method has been changed to use the median instead of the exact value
method, additional variables have been included to the analysis. The selected discrete
variables have been subsampled and transformed to continuous variables at the same time
by counting the number of activations during the acquisition period frame.
In order to select the variables, those with a Pearson Correlation Coefficient over 0.8 and a
Mutual Information over the 0.5 have been selected.
As a result, twenty-five different variables have been obtained from the relations but only
fifteen have been chosen to train the ANN. This reduction is based on data cleansing due to
some of them having great amount of missing values.
Once the variables and the training data were selected, both models, Rprop+ and ELM, were
trained. The forecasting results obtained by the two models are presented next for different
cases.
Only analogue variables
Taking into account only analogue variables (Set Temperature, External Temperature, Tour
Itinerary, Train Service, Train Stops and Trains Speed) and the following data reduction
parameters:
▪
▪
▪
▪

N= 20 divisions
Skip Number = 5
Total Number of points = 1000
Number of iterations = 5 iterations
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Figure 65 Prediction of the Internal Temperature after sampling data with median (ELM),
only analogue variables (Cabin M1): (a) Real (blue) vs Predicted (red) values, (b) Residuals
(black line), and time point reporting of with alarms depicted according to the severity
(green, orange and red for low, medium and high severities respectively) and the work
order (in blue)
ELM algorithm results [previous image (b)] present similar forecasting residuals during all the
testing period, causing the error not to been predicted earlier.

Figure 66 Prediction of the Internal Temperature after sampling data with median
(RPROP+), only analogue variables (Cabin M1): (a) Real (blue) vs Predicted (red) values, (b)
Residuals (black line), and time point reporting of with alarms depicted according to the
severity (green, orange and red for low, medium and high severities respectively) and the
work order (in blue)
The results of the Rprop+ model [previous image (b)] has predicted well the high severity
error presented the 1st of December. Moreover, it seems that the algorithm is able to
forecast the error in advance since the 20th of November. However, the high severity alarm
presented on the 30th of October has not been detected.
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All input variables
The outcome obtained after adding discrete variables, for a total of 15 variables, is slightly
different owing to the data cleansing and the increase of inputs variables quantity.
ELM training algorithm has obtained the following results:

Figure 67 Prediction of the Internal Temperature after sampling data with median (ELM),
all input variables (Cabin M1): (a) Real (blue) vs Predicted (red) values, (b) Residuals (black
line), and time point reporting of with alarms depicted according to the severity (green,
orange and red for low, medium and high severities respectively) and the work order (in
blue)
Rprop+ training algorithm has obtained the following results:

Figure 68 Prediction of the Internal Temperature after sampling data with median
(RPROP+), all input variables (Cabin M1): (a) Real (blue) vs Predicted (red) values. (b)
Residuals (black line), and time point reporting of with alarms depicted according to the
severity (green, orange and red for low, medium and high severities respectively) and the
work order (in blue)
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Both algorithms have predicted well the errors of the 30th of October and 1st of December.
Moreover, they have predicted the error some time in advance.
These results have also shown that the use of discrete variables and the transformation
proposed in the present project (a percentage which indicates how many times a particular
bit has been enabled) can be considered of great importance for the accuracy of the
predictive model.
5.5.4.4.4 4th Iteration – A methodological improvement
Up to this point only the training error has been considered for selecting the best Rprop+
and ELM topologies. However, the test error needs to be gauged since it is the one providing
an estimation of the model generalization capability to forecast from new unseen inputs.
Thus, a validation data set is selected from the pool of available historical data to test the
model topology, and the topology which gives the lowest test error will be selected as the
optimal.
For each topology two random datasets have been selected: training dataset (75% of data)
and validation dataset (remaining 25% of data). The accuracy of each case has been
measured by the root-mean-squared error (RMSE), and the model which gives the lowest
test error is selected as the best.
The Rprop+ algorithm does not need multiple hidden layers to achieve good results and
works well with a single hidden layer. Besides, it obtains better accuracy with a smaller
number of neurons when only the analogue inputs are being considered. The Extreme
Machine Learning (ELM) algorithm needs 5 times more neurons to achieve a similar accuracy
than the Rprop+. On the contrary, when it comes to use all input variables the results of both
algorithms are similar and they achieve similar accuracies.
5.5.4.5 Derived rules for maintenance tasks
5.5.4.5.1 HVAC
Based in the results obtained and shown above, specific rules cannot be defined yet to be
implemented for maintenance tasks, but a path has been set to keep on investigating and
developing a platform capable of executing in real time the analytics proposed in this
project. The results of this real time platform (fed by real time operational data downloaded
from the vehicles) could be used within the maintenance plan to prevent failures like the
one shown throughout this use case.
5.5.4.5.2 Traction Inverters
No rules can be derived at this point due to the lack of time. The work is still ongoing.
5.5.4.5.3 Traction Brake Choppers
No rules can be derived at this point due to the lack of time. The work is still ongoing.
5.5.4.5.4 Traction Motors
No rules can be derived at this point due to the lack of time. The work is still ongoing.
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5.5.5 Supervision and validation of the rules for maintenance
Due to the lack of derived rules for maintenance tasks, there is no supervision and validation
of the rules for maintenance possible.
5.5.6 Working out modified maintenance plan
In the same way, due to the lack of new rules for maintenance, there is no modification of
the maintenance plan possible yet.
5.5.7 Beneficial effect of CBM implementation into maintenance plan
A proper CBM maintenance increases the detection, diagnosis and prognosis capabilities.
These facts increase the operation time due to several reasons. On the one hand, the
operation time is improved by early diagnosis that allows a speedy maintenance
rescheduling to resolve it with a high manoeuvre degree. The diagnosis assessment includes
an ability to measure the degradation percentage of each asset. On the other hand, most
maintenance operations are pre-planned (opportunistic maintenance). Also, the unexpected
failures are reduced due to the prognosis capabilities forecast the RUL of each asset, and
maintenance operation to extend the RUL are executed before the failure occur. In
summary, the knowledge of malfunction at early states allow a prompt maintenance
reaction to resolve. In conclusion, these capabilities reduce the total Life cycle cost.
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6 Conclusions
The findings of the deliverable 6.4 can be used as guideline or first steps into the direction of
condition-based maintenance. A complete use case as well as findings that can be
implemented right away after the project into the maintenance plan was not intended and
would also be not possible due to time, budget and TRL restrictions. The sub-task leaders of
this deliverable tried to find CBM potential on selected components based on the equipment
and tools the vehicle/components were able to offer. The findings are summarized as
follows:
Vehicle
Regional
EMU
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Findings

Benefit of CBM

The case study of DB Class 440 Coradia
revealed some typical obstacles of a
technical and legal nature regarding the
access to digital data on the vehicle.
Therefore, the investigation focused on
analysing secondary data (diagnostic codes)
and their correlations with maintenance
records. The analysis showed interesting
interdependencies between single codes,
which has been acknowledged by the
maintenance staff. Due to insufficient
quality of obtained data, no truly functional
prediction models could have been created.
Nevertheless, the performed trials proved
the capability of the modern statistic
methods incl. machine-learning to process
large volumes of diagnostic data.
As soon as degradation models for single
components can be physically determined
and digitally reproduced, there are enough
existing procedures for successful
implementation in the maintenance
programme.

A CBM implementation can
provide an early warning to
maintenance and a long
term-analysis can help to
optimise the existing
maintenance plan at many
points, incl. maintenance
intervals, activity sequences
and the scope of work to be
done manually. This
benefits in terms of safety
and efficiency in the
maintenance process.
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Vehicle

Findings

Benefit of CBM

Double-deck
coaches and
EMU

Potential for CBM implementation can be
found for Dosto2010 vehicles for the door
system, the line circuit breaker and the air
compressing unit. For the door system it
was possible to analyse the available data
and derive a rule for the maintenance plan.
For the line circuit breaker and air
compressing unit possible optimizations
were theoretically elaborated but could not
be proven by our investigation due to the
quality of data received from the data
loggers. In general, for all three components
an additional condition-based maintenance
step could be implemented which checks on
the actual wear of the components and thus
prevent their failures because the
components can be replaced before their
actual break down.

A CBM implementation
would increase the
reliability and availability of
the Dosto2010 vehicles and
also reduce the LLC due to a
period extension between
maintenance steps.

High-speed
EMU

The basis for condition-based maintenance
is established on BR403. An onboard
monitoring system receives and processes
diagnostic as well as environmental data
codes from the train which are transferred
to a Cloud for further analysis. During our
investigation data of one year was retrieved
and analyzed. Due to the complexity of the
data the analysis process took a long time.
CBM potential can be found but needs
further research and analysis on data of a
longer period for more precise and
significant results.

The integration of CBM
activities would result in a
significant reduction of
corrective maintenance.
This again will lead to an
increased availability of the
rolling stock assets and
furthermore to an
improvement of the
passenger experience.
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Vehicle
Suburban
EMU

Findings

Benefit of CBM

Results have shown that both methods
(Rprop+ and ELM) are appropriate for real
early warning system developing of the
HVAC system.
The algorithm proposed in the present
project for the selection of uniformly
distributed representative training data
allows taking observation from the whole
range of the variables allowing selecting
observations from infrequent normality
patterns more often than the random
sampling.
Finally, it has been demonstrated that there
is no necessity of more than one hidden
layer in the network.

A proper CBM maintenance
would increase the
detection, diagnosis and
prognosis capabilities. This
would lead to a higher
availability of suburban
EMUs. Furthermore, the
knowledge of malfunctions
at early stages allow a
prompt maintenance
reaction to resolve them.
These capabilities reduce
the total LLCs.

Table 10: Summary of findings and CBM benefits for each vehicle category
The approach and the findings of the subtask leaders can be taken as a future approach for
the first steps to implement CBM into the maintenance plan or learn from them which next
or other steps need to be taken for a successful investigation regarding CBM potential.
Overall it can be said that newer and/or modernized vehicles bear greater potential for CBM
due to their equipment and tools which are already used. The tendency we can derive from
the findings will be described in the following subsequently.

6.1 Challenges & problems
During our investigation we also faced challenges and problems. It is important to have
access to the necessary data. If there is a conflict between manufacturer and operator and
the data access is affected due to this conflict it is difficult to continue further investigations.
In Germany the data of a vehicle belongs to the customer. But the manufacturer still holds
the tools and translation of e.g. failure codes. There is conflict potential between the two
sides since the manufacturer rarely gives away the translation for free. Thus, it is necessary
that data access is available without restrictions on information. Also, the quality and
quantity of the data is important. If the collected data is not enough to find a pattern
because a wider timeframe is necessary to be able to make a point regarding patterns a
small quantity of data can give a hint or a direction but will not deliver a solid base for CBM.
If the quality of data is concerned it is important that the vehicle/component is equipped
with suitable tools which communicate with each other as well as with the control system of
the train to be able to extract signification data.
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As illustrated and mentioned within Deliverable 8.6 – Project In²Smart 1, sufficient datasets
enable to go a step further and to develop specific modelling for each equipment and asset.
This must be considered as an achievable target for each monitoring item, and a key for
succeeding in implementing CBM (fleet modelling would not be sufficient for ensuring the
accuracy of Maintenance scheduling for each item).

6.2 Lessons learned and guideline for future approach
Time and data access were an important topic during the 2 years investigation. It took more
time than expected until the collection and transfer of data was regulated on a contractual
basis. The project was intended to start in September 2017 but due to organisational reasons
the first kick-off took place in December 2017. Furthermore, the creation and signing of the
SMaRTE collaboration agreement took longer than expected so a data transfer needed to be
regulated by a bilateral contract (non-disclosure agreement between the sub-task leaders
and the University of Huddersfield) before the actual SMaRTE collaboration agreement
became effective. Therefore a contractual basis should be formed and approved before the
actual start of the project so the contractual issues do not affect the start of data collection
and analysis.
Furthermore we faced problems with missing support from a manufacturer and were not
able to analyse collected data due to missing input. For future investigations it is necessary
for manufacturer and customer to cooperate so an outcome of the collected data can be
generated. Both sides win nothing if they only hold half of the solution for themselves.
Contractual measures need to be taken in this case. But it needs to be considered that
contacts are not formed right away but take their time.
Another point to consider is the chosen vehicle as well as its equipment. Older vehicles often
lack the equipment/measurement tools to track real-time data. They often have simple
equipment that cannot deliver profound results. For the investigation of older vehicles thus
more time is needed to choose and equip the vehicle with the necessary measurement tools.
Altogether the time the partners had for TRL3 was adequate. Without having lost almost one
year for being able to start the conduction of the investigations we would have had another
year. This one more year would have increased the chance to collect more suitable data
which might have led to other or better results. Patterns could have been found because of a
larger timeframe in which the data was collected. Also, the quality of the data could have
been increased through the implementation of other measurement tools.
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8 Antitrust Statement
While some activities among competitors are both legal and beneficial to the industry, group
activities of competitors are inherently suspect under the antitrust/ competition laws of the
countries in which our companies do business.
Agreements between or among competitors need not be formal to raise questions under
antitrust laws. They may include any kind of understanding, formal or informal, secretive or
public, under which each of the participants can reasonably expect that another will follow a
particular course of action or conduct. Each of the participants in this initiative is responsible
for seeing that topics which may give an appearance of an agreement that would violate the
antitrust laws are not discussed. It is the responsibility of each participant in the first instance
to avoid raising improper subjects for discussion, notably such as those identified below.
It is the sole purpose of any meeting of this initiative to provide a forum for expression of
various points of view on topics
(i) that are strictly related to the purpose or the execution of the initiative,
(ii) that need to be discussed among the participants of the initiative,
(iii) that are duly mentioned in the agenda of this meeting and
(iv) that are extensively described in the minutes of the meeting.

Participants are strongly encouraged to adhere to the agenda. Under no circumstances shall
this meeting be used as a means for competing companies to reach any understanding,
expressed or implied, which restricts or tends to restrict competition, or in any way impairs or
tends to impair the ability of members to exercise independent business judgment regarding
matters affecting competition.
As a general rule, participants may not exchange any information about any business secret
of their respective companies. In particular, participants must avoid any agreement or
exchange of information on topics on the following non-exhaustive list:
1. Prices, including calculation methodologies, surcharges, fees, rebates, conditions,
freight rates, marketing terms, and pricing policies in general;
2. any kind of market allocation, such as the allocation of territories, routes, product
markets, customers, suppliers, and tenders;
3. production planning; marketing or investment plans; capacities; levels of production
or sales; customer base; customer relationships; margins; costs in general; product
development; specific R&D projects;
4. standards setting (when its purpose is to limit the availability and selection of products,
limit competition, restrict entry into an industry, inhibit innovation or inhibit the ability
of competitors to compete);
5. codes of ethics administered in a way that could inhibit or restrict competition;
6. group boycotts;
7. validity of patents;
8. ongoing litigations.
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9 Annexes
Annex 1 – Safety Plan Deutsche Bahn
Annex 2 – Safety Plan Bombardier Transportation
Annex 3 – Safety Plan Siemens
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1. Initial data
Organisation:
Customer: DB Regio AG
Project manager: Dr. Ackermann, Harald
Project group:
• Vehicle specialists: employees of the Class 440 product line support team of DB Regio AG
and Alstom vehicle specialists
• Maintenance specialists: employees from DB Regio AG's maintenance depots
• Specialists for data acquisition and transfer: employees of the fleet management, consulting
and digitalisation units of DB Systemtechnik GmbH
• Data analysis specialists: employees of the Open Call University of Huddersfield, Institute of
Railway Research
• Specialists for process change, maintenance plan and risk analysis: employees of the
Maintenance Systems & Consulting unit of DB Systemtechnik GmbH
Details of the subject matter
vehicle class: EMU ET 440

number: 49

manufacturer: Alstom

component: Current Converter & Schiebetritt Einstiegstür
part: <name/type>

number: <amount>

manufacturer: <name>

number: <amount>

manufacturer: <name>

Maintenance program: IHB-Nr.: IHB 902 13 Version 9.0 ab 01.04.2018
Maintenance requirements from the manufacturer:
- vehicle manufacturer:
- component manufacturer:
Operating profile of the vehicles:
The Class 40 electric multiple units are used by DB Regio AG for regional services in
three networks (Augsburg, Munich-Passau and Würzburg).
Change in operating profile envisaged?
yes

no
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Disclosures on suitability and optimisability of the current maintenance program:
Existing maintenance program validated acc. to DIN 27201-1
yes

no

The current maintenanc plan was taken over from the vehicle manufacturer.

Suitability of the current maintenance program confirmed?
yes : Declaration of suitability of a maintenance program
no <remarks optionally>
Modification of the maintenance program promising?
yes

no

2. Task formulation and objectives
2.1 Explanation of the task formulation
The current maintenance plan standard IHB 902 13, version 9.0, dated 1 April 2018 contains
scheduled preventive maintenance tasks and specific work contents, quality criteria and
mileage limits for the work to be carried out. These specifications do not, or only insufficiently,
take the actual condition and thus the actual maintenance requirement of an individual vehicle/component.
By analysing the data relevant for the respective components, the objective is to be able to
draw conclusions about the actual condition and thus the actual maintenance requirement of
individual components. Permanent monitoring of this data will lead from scheduled preventive
maintenance, as is common today, to condition-based maintenance in the future (CBM –
Condition-Based Maintenance).
The project task is to apply these changes to the Class 440 maintenance plan.

2.2 Rules and regulations for modifications of maintenance programs
Before putting a modified maintenance plan (e.g. changed intervals) into effect, a safety proof
with a sufficient level of safety is to be provided.
For achieving this objective, methods and procedures conforming to DIN 27201-1 are to be
applied, which according to the state of the technology and by reasonable, prudent, cautious
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and conscientious professionals from the railway sector are regarded as sufficient to prevent
damage to persons and property.
It furthermore shall be ensured that the requirements of the CSM-RA 402/2013 are fulfilled.

2.3 Planned amendments of the maintenance plan
The current maintenance plan "standard" of DB Regio AG for the Class 440 EMU Coradia includes fixed maintenance steps for light and heavy maintenance. These maintenance steps
are carried out at specific mileage limits.
The illustration below taken from the maintenance plan shows the planned sequence of the
maintenance steps.

Each maintenance level contains a set of maintenance tasks with predefined work contents
to be performed (work instructions) and values to be observed or achieved.
Preventive maintenance work is planned for the components of the drive converter and retractable step of the entrance door (see illustration).
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By carrying out the tests for a possible introduction of condition-based maintenance, attempts
are being made to optimise these scheduled preventive maintenance tasks or to replace
them entirely with condition-based maintenance tasks.

3. Investigation methodology
3.1 Selection of methods

Analogy comparison
yes

no

Manufacturer requirements
Check of manufacturer requirements (requirements from the vehicle and component
manufacturers)
yes

no

Field data analysis
Evaluation of the existing field data from the SAP-ISI systeme and from reports on safety
relevant failures
Targeted field data acquisition date: collecting, monitoring and analyzing all available data
referring to the condition of the components
• raw sensor signals (analogue and digital) from individual measuring devices and actuators
• process & state variables incl. message and events data from TCN - train communication network
(incl. MVB, WTB, ETB and periphery BUS)
• operational parameters displayed or/and recorded on the vehicle (central and local displays)
• diagnostic messages displayed or/and recorded on the vehicle (central and local displays)
• records of diagnostic messages and parameters transmitted on the land side (i.e. onboard diagnostic and data transmission) < from/to>

Inspection Maintenance Program (IMP) for field data acquisition
Other analysis
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
others: Data analysis, pattern recognition, Failure tree analysis (FTA)
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Remarks:
With use of the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) according to IEC 60812 the failure modes, in particular the ones with impact on safety, are to be examined and evaluated.
Using fault tree analysis (FTA), the actual causes of the failures of components are determined and the relationship to any existing data and signals is established. The analysis of
this data in combination with pattern recognition methods may allow conclusions to be drawn
about the actual condition of the components concerned. This in turn allows data-based rules
to be determined for optimising the maintenance of components.

3.2 Procedure for determining /changing the limit values
Calculation

Bench & field tests/laboratory tests

Analogy comparison

Maximum service uptime/field data analysis

Inspection Maintenance Program (IMP)
other: Methoden der Datenanalyse und Mustererkennung/ Ableitung Daten basierter Regeln für
die Instandhaltung

3.3 Explanations to the selected methods and procedures
Analysis of the available vehicle and component data with the aim of using this data for condition monitoring of components and establishing condition-based maintenance tasks from
historical data.
With the help of a subsequent investigation maintenance plan, the reliability of the databased condition monitoring and the established maintenance tasks can be confirmed if necessary or necessary adjustments can be made.
3.4 Plan of proceeding
The investigations will involve the following steps:
•

The various data source available in the vehicle are checked for relevance to the
components to be inspected. The aim is to select relevant data.

•

By means of FMEA, FTA or similar methods, the actual technical causes of component faults to be considered are determined.

•

The subsequent mapping is used to identify the data and signals relevant to the
components with reference to the determined technical causes of the fault.

•

The data and signals thus obtained are analysed by means of data analysis and
pattern recognition methods.
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•

In a first step, the stored diagnostic data of the vehicle and the maintenance data
from SAP ISI for 49 Class 440 EMUs are evaluated for a past period of approx.
four years.

•

In addition to the diagnostic and maintenance data mentioned above, the raw data
of the MVB is also used for the necessary further analysis. Since this data was not
originally designed for maintenance, and access to the data was not intended and
technically feasible, a data box must first be installed to read out and transmit the
MVB data. It is also necessary to support the vehicle manufacturer in understanding the MVB data and its assignment to the relevant components and functions.

•

The recognition of specific data patterns combined with the knowledge about the
actual wear or failure behaviour enables data-based condition recording of components, which in turn allows rules for condition-based maintenance tasks to be established.

Note: The following steps are not part of the Technology Readiness Level 3 (TRL 3) required in Work Package 6 and are therefore not implemented in Work Package 6.
•

The recognised rules for maintenance must be confirmed and, if necessary, improved by further tests on other vehicles. The duration, scope and number of additional vehicles to be tested shall be determined by the degree of reliability and validity of the data samples achieved in each case, as well as by the actual condition
of the components determined.

•

Only when the required degree of reliability has been reached are these rules applied to maintenance and lead to a change from scheduled preventive maintenance to condition-based maintenance (CBM).

•

The changed maintenance tasks are incorporated into the Class 440 maintenance
plan as changed work instructions.

•

The project group determines whether the planned changes have an impact on the
safety of the vehicles concerned. In the case of safety-relevant changes, proof of
sufficient safety must be provided. This must be confirmed in the "Sicherheitsnachweis" (safety case) document. The requirements of VO(EU) 402/2013
CSM-RA (Common Safety Methods for Risk Assessment) must also be fulfilled.

•

With the final verification, a group of experts independent of the project confirms
the safety of the introduction of the modified maintenance plan.

4. Guidelines for the Proof of Safety
The methodological measures specified in the safety plan have to be processed by the project group. Deviations from the safety plan must be indicated. The results of the project are to
be documented in the Proof of Safety.
The performed field data analysis is to be attached to the safety plan as a working document.
The decision on the suitability and availability of existing field data for the intended MP modification must be documented in the Proof of Safety.
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Any other executed examinations (esp. safety-related vehicle damages) must be attached to
the safety proof as a working document. Deviations from the safety plan must be justified in
the Proof of Safety, clearly indicated and documented.
The safety proof is part of the required documentation to be submitted to the Expert Group
for vehicle maintenance programs. For the modified maintenance program, a draft of the validation plan is to be prepared by the project management and enclosed with the Proof of
Safety as attachment.
5. Guidelines for the Verification
Before introducing the modified maintenance program, the accuracy with regard to the
maintenance intervals, completeness of the maintenance and the adequacy of inspection and
repair limits should by checked and confirmed by an independent group of experts for vehicle
maintenance.
In this context, a statement of no objection to safety of the vehicle in railway operations is to
be declared.
6. Monitoring of the modified maintenance plan and validation
Following the enactment of the modified maintenance plan and after a reasonable period of
time, a practical suitability (validation according to DIN 27201-1) is to be evaluated by the vehicle keeper. For this purpose, before introducing a modified plan, monitoring measurers for
evaluation of the modification practicality need to be defined and documented in the Validation Plan. This monitoring process shall be documented by the vehicle keeper in an appropriate form in the Validation Report. If the modified plan or its particular measures prove unsuccessful, the causes must be investigated immediately and changes initiated by the vehicle
keeper.

Project leader: Name, BU, Date: Dr. Harald Ackermann, Instandhaltungssysteme und IH-Consulting
(TT.TVI 5), 15.11.2019
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1. Initial data
Organisation:
Customer: DB Regio AG
Project manager: Michaela Schulz
Project group:
• BT Maintenance & Field Engineering: Preparation/Support for data collection as well as data analysis and maintenance plan implementation
• DB Regio AG Instandhaltung (Maintenance) Rostock: Data collection
• BT Documentation & Training: Support for data collection and analysis as well as maintenance plan implementation
• BT Customer Documentation Projects/ System Engineering & Reliability/Availability/Maintainability: Verification and implementation of findings into maintenance
plan
• Data Scientists Employees Open Call University of Huddersfield, Institut of Railway Research. Data analysis, pattern recognition, machine learning
Details of the subject matter
vehicle class: Dosto2010

number: 282

manufacturer: Bombardier

(BR 445/446)

Transportation

component: Line circuit breaker, air compressing unit, door system
part: <name/type>

number: <amount>

manufacturer: <name>

number: <amount>

manufacturer: <name>

Maintenance program: IHB-Nr.: IHB 903 16 Version 3.00 from 20.09.2018
Maintenance requirements from the manufacturer:
- vehicle manufacturer:
- component manufacturer:
Operating profile of the vehicles:
The Dosto2010 double-deck coaches and EMUs are operated by DB Regio AG in regional
traffic in 5 nets (Expresskreuz Bremen, NAH.SH Schleswig-Holstein, Main-Spessart-Netz,
Ringzug West/ NBE and Main-Neckar-Ried).
Change in operating profile envisaged?
yes

no
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Disclosures on suitability and optimisability of the current maintenance program:
Existing maintenance program validated acc. to DIN 27201-1
yes
no
Suitability of the current maintenance program confirmed?
yes: Declaration of suitability of a maintenance program
no <remarks optionally>
Modification of the maintenance program promising?
yes

no

2. Task formulation and objectives
2.1 Explanation of the task formulation
The current maintenance plan standard IHB 903 16 version 3.0 from 20.09.2018 contains
scheduled preventive maintenance activities as well as working instructions with predefined
content, quality criteria and km limits for the respective work execution. These specifications
do not consider the actual condition and thus the actual need for maintenance of the individual vehicle or component.
It is the objective to show that a conclusion on the actual condition of a component can be
drawn through investigation of the chosen components’ data. As a result, the actual maintenance need of individual components should be made visible. A permanent monitoring of the
data based on the results achieved by the investigation could lead from a scheduled preventive maintenance measure to a condition-based one.
It is the assignment of this project (Shift2Rail IMPACT-2 WP6, Task 6.3.2, 6.4.2 and 6.5.2) to
test, if a condition-based approach is applicable for the maintenance plan of Dosto2010.
2.2 Rules and regulations for modifications of maintenance programs
Before putting a modified maintenance plan (e.g. a change of intervals) into effect, a proof of
safety with a sufficient level of security has to be provided.
For achieving this objective, methods and procedures conform to DIN 27201-1 are to be applied, which are regarded as sufficient enough to prevent damages to persons and property
according to the state of technology and according to reasonable, prudent, cautious and conscientious professionals from the railway sector.
It furthermore shall be ensured that the requirements of the CSM-RA 402/2013 are fulfilled.
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2.3 Planned amendments of the maintenance plan
The current standard maintenance plan of the DB Regio AG for the Dosto2010 contains fixed
maintenance intervals for operational and heavy maintenance. These maintenance steps will
be performed based on fixed km intervals. The graphic below shows an extract of the
maintenance plan with the scheduled sequence of the maintenance steps.

Each maintenance step contains a set of maintenance work instruction that has to be performed. Each work instruction is set up by fixed work content and values that need to be
reached or adhered to.
For the oberserved Line Cicuit Breaker, the door system as well as the air compressing unit
scheduled preventive maintenance is provided (see graphic below):
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With the conducted investigation we try to look for CBM potential to optimize and enhance
the current scheduled preventive maintenance or to even replace single intervals by taking
the collected data and its analysis into account.
3. Investigation methodology
3.1 Selection of methods

Analogy comparison
yes

no

Manufacturer requirements
Check of manufacturer requirements (requirements from the vehicle and component
manufacturers)
yes

no

Field data analysis
Evaluation of the existing field (environment/conditional) data from reports on safety relevant failures
Targeted field data acquisition date: collecting, monitoring and analyzing all available data
referring to the condition of the components
• raw data from individual counters
• conditional and environmental parameters recorded on the vehicle

Inspection Maintenance Program (IMP) for field data acquisition
Other analysis
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
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others: Data analysis, pattern recognition
Remarks:
None

3.2 Procedure for determining /changing the limit values
Calculation

Bench & field tests/laboratory tests

Analogy comparison

Maximum service uptime/field data analysis

Inspection Maintenance Program (IMP)
other: Methods for data analysis and pattern recognition. Derivation of rules based on data for maintenance.
3.3 Explanations to the selected methods and procedures
Investigation of the available vehicle and component data with the objective to use it for condition monitoring of the component as well as to derive respective condition-based maintenance measures.
By conducting a following investigation of the maintenance plan the data reliability of the
condition-based monitoring during our investigation and/or the derived maintenance work can
be confirmed or adjusted.
3.4 Plan of proceeding
The investigation will proceed as follows:
•

The different available data of the vehicle will be examined regarding their relevance and significance

•

Through FMEA the actual technical causes for failures of the observed components will be identified, e.g. failure of the door motor

•

The available data of the chosen components is collected and examined regarding
patterns through methods of data analysis

•

We will collect the available data of the components’ counters for 6 months with a
data logger as well as diagnostic data which has been recorded in the period of 6
months

•

The knowledge of specific data pattern connected with the knowledge of the actual
wear and failure behavior enables a data-based status detection of the components and in conclusion the derivation of rules for condition-based maintenance
measures
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Please note: The following steps are not part of the work in work package 6 required TRL
3 and will not be realized within the scope of Work Package 6.
•

The found rules for maintenance need to be confirmed through following investigation on other vehicles and eventually need an improvement. Duration, effort and
quantity of the vehicles that will be monitored additionally are bound to the reached
level of reliability and validity of the data patterns in relation to the actual condition
of the component.

•

If the demanded level of reliability is reached the rules are taken over by maintenance and will lead to a change of the current scheduled preventive maintenance
to condition-based maintenance.

•

The changed maintenance intervals will be implemented as changed maintenance
instruction into the maintenance plan of Dosto2010

•

The project group will check if the planned changes have an impact on safety of
the relevant vehicles. In case of a safety relevant change the evidence of sufficient
safety needs to be delivered. This needs to be confirmed in the document “proof of
safety”. In parallel the standards of VO(EU) 402/2013 CSM-RA (Common Safety
Methods for Risk Assessment) have to be applied.

•

With a final verification a group of experts independent from the project confirms
the innocuousness of the implementation of the changed maintenance plan.

4. Guidelines for the Proof of Safety
The methodological measures specified in the safety plan have to be processed by the project group. Deviations from the safety plan must be indicated. The results of the project are to
be documented in the Proof of Safety.
The performed field data analysis is to be attached to the safety plan as a working document.
The decision on the suitability and availability of existing field data for the intended MP modification must be documented in the Proof of Safety.
Any other executed examinations (esp. safety-related vehicle damages) must be attached to
the safety proof as a working document. Deviations from the safety plan must be justified in
the Proof of Safety, clearly indicated and documented.
The safety proof is part of the required documentation to be submitted to the Expert Group
for vehicle maintenance programs. For the modified maintenance program, a draft of the validation plan is to be prepared by the project management and enclosed with the Proof of
Safety as attachment.
5. Guidelines for the Verification
Before introducing the modified maintenance program, the accuracy with regard to the
maintenance intervals, completeness of the maintenance and the adequacy of inspection and
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repair limits should by checked and confirmed by an independent group of experts for vehicle
maintenance.
In this context, a statement of no objection to safety of the vehicle in railway operations is to
be declared.
6. Monitoring of the modified maintenance plan and validation
Following the enactment of the modified maintenance plan and after a reasonable period of
time, a practical suitability (validation according to DIN 27201-1) is to be evaluated by the vehicle keeper. For this purpose, before introducing a modified plan, monitoring measurers for
evaluation of the modification practicality need to be defined and documented in the Validation Plan. This monitoring process shall be documented by the vehicle keeper in an appropriate form in the Validation Report. If the modified plan or its particular measures prove unsuccessful, the causes must be investigated immediately, and changes initiated by the vehicle
keeper.
Project leader: Name, BU, Date: Kim Julia Wietlake, Documentation and Training, 15.11.2019
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1. Initial data
Organisation: Shift 2 Rail
Customer: Fleet operator
Project manager:
Project group:
• Vehicle specialists: Specialists from the ICE3 type support team from Siemens Mobility
GmbH und Vehicle specialists from the manufacturer Siemens
• Maintenance Specialists: Experts from the depot from DB Fernverkehr AG and from Siemens Mobility GmbH
• Specialists for Data gathering and transmission: Specialists Fleet management, Consulting,
Digitalization of Siemens Mobility GmbH
• Specialists for Data analysis: Experts from the Open Call University of Huddersfield, Institute of Railway Research.
• Specialists for ECM1 und ECM2 from Siemens Mobility GmbH
Details of the subject matter
vehicle class: BR403

number: 50

manufacturer: Siemens

component: Brakes, ASG and HVAC
part: <name/type>

number: <amount>

manufacturer: <name>

Maintenance program: IHB-Nr.: IHB 902 13 Version 9.0 ab 01.04.2018
Maintenance requirements from the manufacturer:
- vehicle manufacturer:
- component manufacturer:
Operating profile of the vehicles:
The ICE3 fleet is used in Germany for the Intercity Express operation.

Change in operating profile envisaged?
yes
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Disclosures on suitability and optimisability of the current maintenance program:
Existing maintenance program validated acc. to DIN 27201-1
yes

no
Suitability of the current maintenance program confirmed?
yes
no <remarks optionally>
Modification of the maintenance program promising?
yes

no

2. Task formulation and objectives
2.1 Explanation of the task formulation
The operator of the above-mentioned fleet plans to adapt the maintenance plan from a preventive maintenance plan to a condition-based maintenance plan. This includes modifications
from the current maintenance plan which contains instructions, quality criteria and mileage
levels for the preventive maintenance activities. The missing link to the condition-based
maintenance plan is the actual status of a component during operation.
With state-of-the-art technics and methods these components have been analyzed and together with data science technologies we want to show that the adapt from a preventive
maintenance activity to a condition-based maintenance activity is possible.
In this project the following components have been analyzed
• Breaks
• ASG (Antriebssteuergerät)
• HVAC (Air condition)

2.2 Rules and regulations for modifications of maintenance programs
Before putting a modified maintenance plan (e.g. changed intervals) into operation, a safetyproof confirmation must be provided.
For achieving this objective, methods and procedures conforming to DIN 27201-1 are to be
applied, which according to the state of the technology and by reasonable, prudent, cautious
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and conscientious professionals from the railway sector are regarded as sufficient to prevent
damage to persons and property.
It furthermore shall be ensured that the requirements of the CSM-RA 402/2013 are fulfilled.

2.3 Planned amendments of the maintenance plan
The current maintenance plan for BR403 contains mostly mileage-based maintenance steps.
The below screenshot gives an idea how these maintenance steps are organized and
planned.

Each of those maintenance steps contain a number of activities that have to be done and
their separate quality criteria.
For the selected components ‘breaks’, ‘HVAC’ and ‘ASG’ the current preventive maintenance
activities are planned. For details see next graphic.
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The grey part shows the currently used plan which is going to be replaced with the new plan,
the Condition Based Maintenance plan.
3. Investigation methodology
3.1 Selection of methods

Analogy comparison
yes

no

Manufacturer requirements
Check of manufacturer requirements (requirements from the vehicle and component
manufacturers)
yes

no

Field data analysis
Evaluation of the existing field data from the SAP-ISI system
Targeted field data acquisition date: collecting, monitoring and analyzing all available data
referring to the condition of the components
• diagnostic messages and parameters transmitted to the land side (i.e. onboard diagnostic (RDA,
driver display) and data transmission) < from/to>

Inspection Maintenance Program (IMP) for field data acquisition
Confidential
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Other analysis
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
others: Data analysis, pattern recognition, Failure tree analysis (FTA)
Remarks:
With use of the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) according to IEC 60812 the failure modes, those with impact on safety are to be examined and evaluated.
With the Failure Tree Analysis (FTA) the actual causes for a failure of the related components are evaluated and the possible correlation to other existing data. The analysis of this
relevant data in combination with pattern search methodologies might lead to conclusions of
the actual state of a component. With those results optimized maintenance rules can be created.

3.2 Procedure for determining /changing the limit values
Calculation

Bench & field tests/laboratory tests

Analogy comparison

Maximum service uptime/field data analysis

Inspection Maintenance Program (IMP)
other: Methods of Data-analysis and pattern search methodologies. Creation of databased rules for maintenance

3.3 Explanations to the selected methods and procedures
Examination of the existing vehicle- and component diagnose data with the goal to use those
data for a condition monitoring and based on the findings to create optimized maintenance
tasks.
With a following validation-phase the reliability of the data-based condition monitoring and the
enhanced rules must be confirmed and if necessary, those rules need to be amended.

3.4 Plan of proceeding
The investigation follows in general the following steps.
Confidential
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-

The data from the vehicle are viewed and analyzed regarding their relevance. The
goal is to filter useable from unusable data.

-

Afterwards the selected data is analyzed with pattern search algorithms

-

As a first step the diagnoses data and environmental data of the vehicle together with
the maintenance data from the depot for the period of one year has been analyzed

-

The findings of specific patterns in combination with the actual degradation pattern
during operation enables a current status diagnoses for each component. Further this
leads to specific condition-based maintenance activities.

Attention: The following steps are not included in the Work package 6 which required
Technology Readiness Level 3 (TRL 3)
-

The rules which have been identified have to be tested on other vehicles and if necessary improved. The duration of this investigation and the number of vehicles used depend on the requirement from the customer.

-

Once those rules have been proven and validated, they will be implements in operation and implemented as Condition Based Maintenance Activities.

-

The modified maintenance activities will be included into the existing Maintenance
Plan from the BR403.

-

With scientific methods like FMEA, FTA the risk of potential component-failures will be
assessed.

-

The Project group must confirm and proof that those changed have no effect on the
safety during operation of the fleet. In case of safety relevant changes, the safety must
be confirmed in a document called ‘Safety confirmation’ together with the process
VO(EU) 402/2013 CSM-RA (Common Safety Methods for Risk Assessment).

-

With this documentation and processes an independent expert team must confirm the
safety of the plan.

4. Guidelines for the Proof of Safety
The methodological measures specified in the safety plan must be processed by the project
group. Deviations from the safety plan must be indicated. The results of the project are to be
documented in the Proof of Safety.
The performed field data analysis is to be attached to the safety plan as a working document.
The decision on the suitability and availability of existing field data for the intended MP modification must be documented in the Proof of Safety.
Any other executed examinations (esp. safety-related vehicle damages) must be attached to
the safety proof as a working document. Deviations from the safety plan must be justified in
the Proof of Safety, clearly indicated and documented.
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The safety proof is part of the required documentation to be submitted to the Expert Group
for vehicle maintenance programs. For the modified maintenance program, a draft of the validation plan is to be prepared by the project management and enclosed with the Proof of
Safety as attachment.
5. Guidelines for the Verification
Before introducing the modified maintenance program, the accuracy with regards to the
maintenance intervals, completeness of the maintenance and the adequacy of inspection and
repair limits should be checked and confirmed by an independent group of experts for vehicle
maintenance.
In this context, a statement of no objection to safety of the vehicle in railway operations is to
be declared.
In order to validate the condition with our rules several technical diagnoses of each component need to be executed.
6. Monitoring of the modified maintenance plan and validation
Following the enactment of the modified maintenance plan and after a reasonable time period, a practical suitability (validation according to DIN 27201-1) is to be evaluated by the vehicle owner. For this purpose, before introducing a modified plan, monitoring measurers for
evaluation of the modification practicality need to be defined and documented in the Validation Plan. This monitoring process shall be documented by the vehicle owner in an appropriate form in the Validation Report. If the modified plan or its particular measures prove unsuccessful, the causes must be investigated immediately, and changes initiated by the vehicle
owner.
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